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Abstract
In general, this thesis explores some of the properties of three 
models in two dimensional lattice statistical mechanics. The six vertex 
and Potts models are the two well known models considered while the 
Temperley-Lieb Interactions (TLI) model is introduced and examined in 
this thesis. The motivation for defining a new model arises from the 
properties of the two known models. In fact, the three models are 
equivalent in a particular sense, as is shown in this thesis. This allows 
some results calculated for one model to apply (after minor modification) 
to another. The TLI model also is a generalisation of two other models in 
lattice sta tistics and so is of in terest from th a t point of view. New 
techniques are also applied to the older models to produce new results and 
test recent hypothesises in the area of critical phenomena.
P a rt I of this thesis provides a broad introduction to statistical 
m echanics, critical phenom ena and the various models of phase 
transitions. General motivations are put foward here as is a detailed 
layout of the work of this thesis.
P a r t II deals w ith the equivalences of the three models. The 
equivalence of the six vertex and Potts models (which can be approached in 
two ways) is reviewed. The TLI model is then introduced on a square 
lattice. The Temperley-Lieb equivalence of this model to the six vertex, self- 
dual Potts, critical hard hexagons and critical nonintersecting string 
models is established. A graphical equivalence of this model to the six 
vertex model generalises this equivalence to noncritical cases of the above 
models. The TLI model is shown to contain cases of the hard hexagon and 
magnetic hard squares models as specialisations.
vii
P a r t  III explores some new properties of the  six vertex, P o tts  and 
TLI m odels. A set of generalised  percolation probabilities a re  defined for 
the  dichrom atic polynom ial form ulation of the  P o tts model. A genera ting  
function for these  probabilities is calculated a t  the  self-dual tem pera tu re . 
Two of these  probabilities are  explicitly given and  the  behav iou r of the  
general p robabilities is investigated . T hen th e  free energy is given for a 
specia lisa tion  of the  TLI (STLI) m odel and  its  o rder p a ra m e te rs  are  
stud ied . In  doing so th e  equivalences of p a r t  II and  the  perco lation  
probability resu lts , described above, are vital ingredients. Lastly, the  Bethe 
a n sa tz  equations a re  derived  for th e  six v ertex  m odel w ith  genera l 
boundary  w eights on a la ttice  in  a  diagonal orien tation . These a re  solved 
in  the  therm odynam ic lim it. F in ite  size corrections to the  free energy (for a 
res tric ted  class of boundary  w eights, including those, v ia the  equivalence 
of p a r t  II, correspond ing  to a P o tts  m odel w ith  free boundaries) a re  
calculated  in  the  c ritica l region. The firs t order te rm  gives th e  surface 
free energy of th e  model. The second order te rm  contains the  conform al 
anom aly and scale factor and  is com pared to the  re su lt for a  la ttice  in  the  
s ta n d a rd  o rien ta tio n  w ith  periodic boundary  conditions app lied . The 
difference is explained geom etrically using  conformal invariance.
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Introduction
1Chapter One
Introduction: 
Exactly Solved M odels in  
Statistical M echanics
'Physics is not an endeavour to discover how Nature is, hut what 
we can say about Nature/
Niels Bohr (1885-1962)
§1.1 Statistical mechanics
Physicists search for the Laws tha t best describe the objective 
reality they believe exists. In 1902 John Willard Gibbs wrote down a 
scheme for dealing with physical systems where the particular state of 
the system is not known (Kittel and Kroemer, 1980). This scheme, 
statistical mechanics, uses inductive logic to assign probabilities to each 
of the possible states of the system. Models of systems in statistical 
mechanics are given in terms of only the set of allowed states and some
2limited information (usually the energy) about the microscopic quantities 
associated with these states. Measurable quantities are averages over the 
probability distribution. In the systems that statistical mechanics deals 
with only a handful of macroscopic variables are measured as data, such 
as volume and temperature. These data are used as the parameters of the 
model of the system. Induction is then applied to find the probabilities of 
the states allowed by the model. The probability distribution chosen is that 
which maximises the ‘information’ subject to the constraints imposed by 
the original data.
This ‘information’ technique is the subject of an area of 
mathematics called Information Theory, introduced by C.E.Shannon in 
1948. The principles of induction were inherent, though, in Gibbs’ work. 
Information Theory has been used as the foundation of statistical 
mechanics by E.T.Jaynes in 1957 (Hobson, 1971). However, there are other 
popular arguments that have been used to explain the foundations of 
statistical mechanics. Many of the subjective notions of information 
theory have crept into physicists’ language but these are not a necessity 
with this approach (Denbigh and Denbigh, 1985). Statistical mechanics 
is, to be sure, both probabilistic and inductive. On the other hand, it 
begins with empirical data and makes conclusions about quantities that 
are measured in the laboratory using well defined techniques, therefore 
can be viewed as objective. Regardless, each method leads to the same 
probability distributions so that whichever approach is adopted the 
results of this thesis and any work using these distributions stand.
Statistical mechanics grew out of the need to have a microscopic 
theory of the thermodynamical laws. Its success has not been confined to
3th is  a re a  alone and  experim ent has justified  the  inductive predictions of 
s ta tis tic a l m echanics.
§1.2 Canonical distribution
The m ost well known probability d istribution , and  the  one used in 
th is thesis , is the canonical d istribution. I t  applies to a  system  in  therm al 
eq u ilib riu m  w ith  a  large  (essen tia lly  in fin ite) reservo ir system . The 
th e rm a l con tact betw een  the  two system s allows only th e  tra n s fe r  of 
energy , n o t p a rtic le s . E q u ilib riu m  is  defined  to im p ly  th a t  the  
therm odynam ic q u an titie s  are  constant. The energy levels of the  system  
of in te re s t a re  constan t so the  param eters  th a t  determ ine these , such as 
volume an d  particle  num ber, m ust be constants. Therm odynam ically the 
volum e V, partic le  num ber N and  tem p era tu re  T can be m easured . The 
d a ta  sta tis tica l m echanics uses are the  constancy of the  energy U(T,V,N) 
(from th e  equilibrium  condition), particle  num ber N and volum e V (and 
any o ther p a ram ete rs  th a t  determ ine the  energy levels ). We model the 
s ta te s  of the  system  i to have energies ^  (V,N). S ta tis tica l m echanics, 
u sing  th e  inductive  p rincip les of in fo rm ation  theory , p o stu la te s  th e ir  
probabilities as
-eJkT
P i = S- Z ~  ,  d . l )
w here
Z=  X  e ^ kT ,  (1.2)
aU states i
k is B oltzm ann’s constan t (and is only re la ted  to the  defin ition of the 
tem pera tu re  and  energy scales) and  Z  is called the  p artition  function.
The energ ies $  here  a re  functions of V and N b u t th is  can be 
generalised to any set of param eters th a t  are used to define the  energy of
4a sta te . For instance, fields and ‘atomic’ interactions provide 
param eters for the energies £+ .
§1.3 Statistical mechanics and thermodynamics
From this distribution the values of well known thermodynamic 
quantities such as the free energy and entropy can be found. If we 
consider two ‘close’ thermodynamic states with infinitesimal differences 
in their energies, a comparison with the laws of thermodynamics leads to 
the identification of these quantities. The free energy is given by
F(T,V,N) -  - k T  In Z(T,V,N) (1.3)
and the entropy is
S(T,V,N) = - k  g p .  In Pi . (1.4)
l
The energy of the system is
U(T,V,N) = £  Pi £.(V,iVJ # (1.5)
The relation
F = U - T S (1 .6)
can be deduced. From F(T,V,N) all the thermodynamic relations can be 
obtained, such as
U = [  dCF/T) 1 L dT Mv (1.7)
and
S N,V (1 .8)
5Hence a major task  of examining a model subject to the canonical 
distribution is the evaluation of Z(T,V,N), from which the free energy 
and all the thermodynamic quantities can be found.
§1.4 Phase transitions and criticality
As many systems are apt to have a thermodynamic description, 
statistical mechanics and especially the canonical distribution, which 
describes a system in therm al equilibrium with its surroundings, is 
worth examination. Phase transitions and critical phenomena are an 
im portant area which statistical mechanics has been used to describe. 
The three phases of m atter — gaseous, liquid and solid — are familiar 
m anifestations of a wider group th a t classify the basic properties of 
m aterials. For example, whether or not a m aterial is superconducting 
will place it in one of two phases. The phase of a material is determined 
by the thermodynamic conditions. One can change the phase of a 
substance by changing quantities such as tem perature and pressure. 
This change occurs abruptly with respect to these quantities and is called 
a ‘phase transition’. The origin of many of the models in this thesis lie in 
the attem pts to describe the electric and magnetic phases of solids.
To introduce concepts applied in this thesis and illustrate the 
nature of phase transitions we consider a soft iron rod at temperature T 
and subjected to an  external m agnetic field H. The in ternal 
magnetisation M(T,H), which measures the extent to which the atomic 
magnetic moments have aligned with the direction of the field, can be 
graphed as a function of H. At room tem perature the graph is as in 
Figure 1.1(a): M(H) is a smooth odd function (M(0)=0). The slope of the 
graph is the susceptibility
X(H,T) dM(H,T)dH (1.9)
If a lower temperature is used %(0,T) becomes larger.
Figure 1.1 (a). A typical graph of magnetisation against field for T > Tc .
Figure 1.1 (b). A typical graph of magnetisation against field for T = Tc .
-  M
Figure 1.1 (c). A typical graph of magnetisation against field for T < T , .
7At a p a rticu la r  tem pera tu re  Tc , %(0,TC) is infin ite and the g raph  of M(H) 
is illu s tra te d  in  F igure 1.1(b). For tem pera tu res below Tc F igure  1.1(c) is 
appropria te . This g raph  dem onstrates th a t  if  we apply a m agnetic field H 
to th e  iro n  below  T c an d  slow ly d ecrease  H to zero a  re s id u a l 
m ag n e tisa tio n  M0 =M (T,0+) occurs. Applying an  opposite field leaves a 
m ag n e tisa tio n  -M 0 so for one value of H and  T two macroscopic s ta tes  
occur. We in te rp re t th is  as describing the  situation  th a t above Tc only one 
‘p a ra m a g n e t ic ’ ‘d is o rd e re d ’ p h a se  o ccu rs  a n d  below  T c two 
‘ferrom agnetic’ ‘ordered’ phases occur in  iron. I f  we consider M(T,0) 
s ta r tin g  a t  h igh  tem p era tu re  and  low ering T th rough  Tc , th e n  M(T,0) 
changes from zero above Tc to ± M0(T). M0 is called the ‘order’ pa ram ete r 
and  a  non-zero value for i t  im plies the  existence of a  d ifferen t phase  to 
th a t  of the  high tem pera tu re  one. The phases are designated ‘disordered’ 
and  ‘o rdered ’ because below Tc, a non-zero value of M0 show s th a t  
despite the  absence of any aligning field, the  m ajority  of atom ic m agnetic 
m om ents are  aligned in  one direction. I f  we reconsider the  experim ent 
in  w hich th e  field is low ered from  a positive value  to zero an d  we 
continue to decrease  H below zero a phase  tra n s itio n  w ould occur. 
E xam ining the  full g raph  of M(T,H) in  the  (T,H) plane would re su lt in  the 
observation th a t  M(T,H) is analytic except along the  line from T=0 to T=TC 
w ith  H=0. The end of th is  line of phase tran s itio n  points is know n as a 
critical point (Tc is the  critical tem perature).
T here  are  several im p o rtan t concepts b rough t to lig h t by the  
above exam ple. The observation th a t the therm odynam ic q u an tity  M(T,H) 
is non-analytic on the  line of phase tran sitions, and  a t the  critical point,
8is a  general ru le  w ith  these phenom ena. In  fact, tran sitio n s and critical 
points can be characterised  by the  type of non-analytic behaviour in the 
therm odynam ic functions, especially the  free energy (rem em bering  all 
o ther therm odynam ic quan tities can be found from it). In  the  free energy 
the  line of phase tran sitions occurs as a line of first order d iscon tinu ities 
( th a t is, a d iscon tinu ity  in  the  f irs t derivative of the  free energy). The 
d iscon tinu ity  a t  th e  critical po in t is u sua lly  h igher th a n  first. In  th is  
exam ple, an d  m ostly , th e  c ritica l p o in t occurs as a second order 
discontinuity . O ften th e  word phase tran s itio n  is taken  to m ean  a non- 
analyticity  of any order.
C ritic a lity  in  th e  m ag n e tic  case can  be c h a ra c te r ise d  by 
exam ining th e  suscep tib ility  (which is a second order derivative  of the 
free energy). The susceptib ility  % is closely re la ted  to the correlation g(ij) 
betw een  two of th e  atom ic m ag n e t m om ents i a n d  j. B rie fly , th e  
correlation is a m easure  of the effect the  direction of one atom ’s m agnetic 
m om ent h a s  on a n o th e r ’s m om ent. The co rre la tio n  is expected  to 
decrease exponentially w ith  the distance r(ij) betw een the  atom s, so
g(ij) -  g-rtj/Z? ( n o )
w here  £ is th e  scaling  d istance  know n as th e  co rre la tion  leng th . 
Physically, £ m easures the  average distance over w hich two atom s can 
influence each other. A t the  critical po in t x  becomes in fin ite  and  th is  
im plies, via its  connection to the  correlation, th a t  £ also becomes infinite. 
In  general, th is  behaviour in  the function %(T,H) characterises a critical 
point.
9The asymptotic behaviour of the thermodynamic functions near 
a critical point also provides useful information about the system. Near a
critical point one can observe that
&0,T) ~
/  \
t - t c'
# 0 ,T) -
Tc - T
T-> Tl
T -> T C
(1.11a)
(1.11b)
for some v,v ' > 0 . The quantities v and v '  are the critical exponents for 
the correlation length. These critical exponents describe the nature of the 
singularity of the critical point. There are many critical exponents 
connected with the various thermodynamic functions relevant to any 
particular situation. These exponents are not independent and scaling 
theory supported by the renorm alisation group seeks to describe the 
relation between the various exponents.
To summarise: in this generic example we have observed tha t for 
high tem peratures a disordered phase occurs where the correlation 
length is finite and the order param eter is zero. At low temperatures two 
ordered phases occur where again the correlation length is finite but the 
average directional value of the magnetic moments or order, M0, is non­
zero. Separating these two regimes is a critical point where the 
correlation length is infinite (the order is zero here). Around this point 
the behaviour of the thermodynamic functions can be asymptotically 
given by a set of inter-related critical exponents. These general results 
illustrate the important features of phase transitions and critical points.
The description of the behaviour of systems around a critical 
point has been the result of much effort from physicists. The search for 
models th a t exhibit phase transitions and critical points has a long
10
history  th is  century. This thesis considers such models and contributes to 
th e ir  unders tand ing . B ut before we describe these  models, th e ir  h istory  
and  m ethods of solution, some rem arks need to be m ade concerning the 
canonical d is tr ib u tio n  w ith  respec t to phase  tra n s itio n s  an d  critical 
poin ts.
§1.5 Thermodynamic limit
T his th e s is  exam ines la ttic e  m odels in  s ta tis tic a l m echanics 
using  the  canonical d istribu tion  (1.1). I t  has been noted above th a t  phase 
tra n s itio n s  and  critical poin ts occur a t non-analy tic  poin ts in  th e  free 
energy (1.3). For lattice models w ith  finite N (they have a  finite num ber of 
s ta te s  i for fin ite  N) th e  p a rtitio n  function (1.2), and  hence th e  free 
energy, is  analy tic  in  all its  p a ram ete rs  (since i t  is the  fin ite  sum  of 
analy tic  functions), therefore precluding a phase tran sition . However, if 
one tak es  the  special lim it of N large keeping the  density  p =N/V constan t 
(which for a la ttice  model im plies the  lattice  spacings are constant), non- 
analy tic ities can possibly appear and  do so in  the  models considered in  
th is  thesis . In  th is  lim it, called the  therm odynam ic lim it, one tr ie s  to 
calculate the  free energy per particle
f(T,K.) = lim  -  In Z(T,N,K.) , (1.12)
1 jV _ * o o  M  1 '
w here th e  Ki a re  a ll th e  in te rn a l and  ex te rn a l (fields) in te rac tio n  
param eters . Then one can find the  in te rn a l energy per particle  and  the 
entropy per particle using  (1.7) and  (1.8) respectively.
§1.6 Finite N calculations
O n the  o ther han d  the  calculation of the  free energy for finite bu t 
la rg e  N can  also  p rov ide  u sefu l in fo rm a tio n  concern ing  c ritic a l
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phenom ena. F inite  size scaling (for a review see B arber, 1983) re la tes the 
ca lcu la ted  therm odynam ic q u a n titie s  on large  fin ite  la ttic e s  to the  
c ritic a l b e h a v io u r of th e se  q u a n ti t ie s  (in  p a r t ic u la r  th e  c ritic a l 
exponents). Secondly, surface effects dependen t on N  can be found by 
considering large b u t finite system s. L astly , the  hypothesis of conformal 
in variance , w hich is supposed to hold in  critical la ttice  m odels, gives 
m any resu lts  in  te rm s of finite and  sem i-finite lattices.
§1.7 Models of phase transitions and approaches to them
In  th is  thesis we consider lattice  models in  equilibrium  sta tis tica l 
m echan ics u s in g  th e  canonical d is tr ib u tio n , w hich  ex h ib it phase  
tran s itio n s  and  criticality. We exam ine these  in  both the  therm odynam ic 
lim it and  for large b u t finite lattice  sizes. U sually  these models have th e ir 
o rig in  in  a tte m p ts  to describe th e  electric  an d  m agnetic  p h a ses  of 
m a te r ia ls , a lth o u g h  som e have grow n from  s tu d ies  of th e  p rinc ipa l 
phases of m a tte r  as well (in which case the  g rand  canonical d istribu tion  
is used  in  th e ir  analysis). We now sum m arise the  approaches th a t  have 
been  developed to exam ine the  m odels proposed for system s exhib iting  
phase  tran s itio n s . M any models have been proposed for differing electric 
and  m agnetic phases. Real system s are, of course, th ree  dim ensional b u t 
m odels have been suggested for one, two and  th ree  dim ensional system s. 
Several one dim ensional m odels can be solved exactly i.e. th e  sum  (1.2) 
can be calculated precisely. However, in  two dim ensions the  calculations 
are  quite difficult and  have un til recently  been rare . In  th ree  dim ensions 
the  exact calculations have proved too difficult so far (a recen t exception, 
although non-physical, is the  Zamolodichokov model; B axter, 1984).
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It is not suprising then that several approximation schemes have 
been conceived for dealing with these problems. However, we feel, as does 
Baxter (1982) that the methods of exact solutions are worth studying just 
because the models are relevant and can be solved. Before expanding on 
exact solutions to these models it is worth briefly summarising, for 
contrast, the alternatives.
1.7.1 Approximate methods: Other approaches to phase transitions
Firstly, the interactions can be simplified as in mean field theory 
(Bragg and Williams, 1934 and Bethe, 1935). These come under the 
heading of cell or cluster approximation and include the quasi-chemical 
(Guggenhein, 1935) and the Kikuchi (1951) approximations. Next there 
are approximating integral equations for the correlation functions as in 
Kirkwood (1935), van Leeuwen et al. (1959) and Percus and Yevick (1958). 
More popular are Monte Carlo schemes which are computer simulations 
of the probability distributions of the states. These contain sampling 
errors and so are approximations also. These three methods work well 
away from criticality but become unworkable near the critical point.
The fourth method is that of series expansions in powrers of some 
appropriate variable such as the inverse temperature. Usually only a few 
terms can be calculated and the time spent finding the next term in the 
expansion is often longer that had been taken calculating all the earlier 
terms. This method has its limitations!
Another approach is that of the renormalisation group (Kadanoff, 
1966; Wilson, 1971; Wilson and Kogut, 1974; Fisher, 1974; Barber, 1977 
and Barber 1980). This involves making some reasonable assumptions 
about the critical behaviour of the system in question and can be applied
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exactly in principle. In practice, however, solving the model directly 
proves sim pler in most instances. Also, achieving numerical results 
requires additional approximations to be made. Although these can be 
quite successful (Kadanoff et al.t 1976).
§1.8 Exact solutions
As mentioned above, this thesis does not use any of these 
approximation schemes but attacks the problems directly. Each of the 
approximation schemes have their role to play. The exact solutions of the 
lattice models, with which this thesis deals, are im portant to the 
investigation of critical phenomena because the models concerned are 
reasonable ones of real systems. The drawback is that in general only two 
dimensional models (of physical interest) can be solved. However quasi- 
two dimensional systems do exist and their behaviour is qualitatively 
close to their three dimensional analogues. In fact real crystals such as 
K2N iF4 and Rb2M nF4 (Birgenau et al., 1973; Als-Nielsen et a l., 1975) 
which have strong horizontal and weak vertical in teractions are 
effectively two dimensional.
From  the viewpoint of m athem atical physics the re  are 
compelling reasons to study the few exactly solvable models. One is the 
hypothesis of universality. This proclaims that if the energy functions ^ 
of the states i of two different models have the same dimensionality and 
symmetries the critical exponents are the same! This means th a t by the 
solution of one model the critical behaviour of all other models in the 
same ‘universality class’ has been found.
Still further encouragement to study exactly solvable models 
comes from quantum  field theory. Models in statistical mechanics are,
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via some transformations (a Wick rotation and a continuum limit), 
related to models in quantum field theory. In fact many lattice models 
correspond to the same continuum field theory (this adds weight to the 
universality hypothesis), which allows one a choice of models to attempt 
to solve. Also, to produce a non-trivial field theory the lattice model must 
be at criticality so lattice models exhibiting critical points are of interest to 
the quantum field theorist.
We now give a short history of these models and more particular 
motivations for the work in this thesis.
1.8.1 Ising model
The Ising model of ferromagnetism is the oldest attempt to 
explain the behaviour of materials such as the soft iron discussed before. 
In the Ising model ‘spins’ are idealised to sit at the sites of a rigid lattice 
with an associated variable, usually denoted as o, that takes on two 
values (+1 and —1). This simplifies the picture of the molecular magnetic 
moments to lie only parallel or anti-parallel to an applied field. However 
the three dimensional Ising model should be a good candidate for crystals 
with highly anisotropic interactions such as FeCl2 (Kanamori, 1958) and 
FeC03 (Wrege et al.> 1972). The nearest neighbour Ising model, where 
only adjacent spins interact is the standard form of the model. This 
model and its close variants have dominated the study of lattice models 
for the last 50 years.
In 1925 Ising solved the one dimensional case in the presence of a 
magnetic field. Several other one dimensional models, notably the gases 
of Tonks (1936) and Takahashi (1942), the Coulomb gas (Lenard, 1961 and 
Baxter, 1963) and the gas of hard core particles with exponential
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interaction (Kac et dl. , 1963; Baxter, 1965), have been solved since but it is 
the two dimensional models that are of greater interest as no phase 
transitions can usually occur in one dimension (van Hove, 1950).
The two dimensional Ising model in zero field (H=0) was solved 
in 1944 by Onsager using sophisticated mathematical techniques. This 
landmark paper demonstrated that lattice models in two dimensions 
could be solved and possessed critical points and phase transitions. Yet 
the complexity of the method of solution gave the impression that to solve 
even the simplest model exactly was ‘too’ much trouble. Fortunately some 
researchers perservered and the area of exact solutions is now a vibrant 
one.
1.8.2 Potts model
In 1952 R.B.Potts proposed a model similar to the Ising one
where the spin variable could take on more than two values. As in the
Ising case the spins lie at the sites i of a lattice L. These take on q
values, usually Nearest neighbour spins interact in the form of a
kronecker delta function (for the energy of interaction). So for an isotropic
model the energy of a configuration is
e(o) = -  < /£  SCer, a / - H  £  tfa, V ; (113)
<ij> i
where a = is the set of all spins on the lattice, the first sum is
over all nearest neighbour pairs of spins, the second sum is over all 
spins, J is the interaction parameter and H is the field parameter. A 
minor generalisation is the introduction of anisotropy: for a square 
lattice one could choose the interaction parameters to be different in the 
two perpendicular directions.
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Even with the field set to zero the general Potts model has not 
been solved for any two dimensional lattice although in some special 
cases the partition function is known. However, the critical behaviour of 
the Potts model is fairly well mapped out. At high tem peratures the 
ferromagnetic Potts model is expected to be disordered and at low 
tem peratures one of the spin states is expected to be favoured. In fact, 
there exists a critical temperature in the model when q < 4 while for q > 4 
a first order transition occurs a t a tem perature given by the same 
condition as criticality, known as self-duality. Significantly, the self dual 
case (Baxter, 1973) has been solved. Solutions also exist for the q = 1 case 
(trivial, but is related to the percolation problem), the q = 2 case (the Ising 
model), the square lattice model with q = 3 and J/kBT = —<» (the three 
colouring problem) and the triangular lattice model with q = 4 and J/kgT 
= -oo (the four colouring problem; Baxter, 1970). Also, there are 
conjectures about the critical exponents of the model that are fairly well 
accepted. Other quantities calculated for the model are the latent heat 
and spontaneous polarisation and m agnetisation discontinuity (order 
parameters) for the first order transition points.
An im portant feature of the model is tha t its partition function 
can be expressed as a dichromatic polynomial (Kasteleyn and Fortuin, 
1969; Fortuin and Kasteleyn, 1972; Baxter et al., 1976). This leads to an 
equivalence (to be reviewed in chapter two) with the six vertex model. 
This equivalence has played a crucial role in the analysis of the Potts 
model. We now introduce the vertex models, especially the six vertex 
model.
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1.8.3 Vertex models
It was not until the solution of the ice-type models or six-vertex 
model (on a square lattice) by Lieb (1967abc) and Sutherland (1967) that 
major success was again visited in this field. Ice-type models originated 
in the explanation of systems with electric rather than magnetic phases. 
Physically they have their origin in hydrogen bonded crystals where 
hydrogen ions occur between adjacent molecules on the lattice. Ice is the 
familiar example having oxygen atoms on a lattice of coordination 
number four. The hydrogen ions occur close to one end of the bond and 
form electric dipoles. They are modelled by placing arrows on the edges of 
a lattice pointing towards the end occupied by the ion. At each vertex a 
particular configuration of arrows occurs. Each type of local 
configuration is assigned an energy. However, the allowed 
configurations are restricted by the ice rule: of the four ions surrounding 
each atom, two are close and two are removed from it, on respective 
bonds. This was first proposed by Slater (1941) on the basis of local electric 
neutrality. The ice rule allows six configurations of arrows at a vertex 
(see Figure 1.2). For ice, itself, the six energies are the same but a simple 
generalisation is to allow these energies to differ.
In addition to ice the ice type models contain models of 
ferroelectrics (KDP model) like KH2P 0 4 and anti-ferroeletrics (F model), 
depending on the choice of the six energies of the allowed configurations. 
The six vertex model contains each of these as distinct phases as well as a 
critical phase where for a range of temperatures the model is critical; 
that is, the correlation length is infinite for all these temperatures. The 
six-vertex model can be solved in the presence of an electric field (for most
18
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4 4 4
Figure 1.2. The six allowed configurations when the ice rule is applied .
models that have solved the calculations are restricted to the zero field 
cases) but since it is critical for many values of its parameters it has 
critical behaviour unlike that of the Ising model. However, in contrast to 
the Ising model, it can not be solved exactly for lattices of any size N but 
only in the thermodynamic limit.
The six-vertex model (and the related quantum spin chain, the 
XXZ model) is of continuing interest as its relationship to other models 
such as the Potts model (see chapter two) has provided new properties to 
explore.
The next jump forward came with Baxter’s 1971 solution of the 
eight-vertex model. This model has as its name suggests eight allowed
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configurations at a vertex by the relaxation of the ice-rule to allow even 
numbers of arrows in and out. It can be mapped onto a generalisation of 
the nearest neighbour Ising model to include four, as well as two, spin 
interactions and so is also a model of ferromagnetism as well as 
ferroelectricity. Baxter, through his solution to this model, has developed 
many concepts in this field such as transfer matrices and the star- 
triangle relations. It has been found that many of the earlier models are 
special cases of the eighth-vertex, which includes the six-vertex and Ising 
models. The three spin model solved later (1973) by Baxter and Wu has 
since been found to be a special case. The eight-vertex model has the 
alarming property that its critical behaviour does not satisfy the 
universality hypothesis. Fortunately this behaviour has been shown to be 
peculiar to only a few select models and the critical behaviour of those 
models that are special cases of the eight vertex do not break universality.
The multi-state vertex models of Stroganov (1979) and Schultz 
(1981) have also been solved recently (Perk and Schultz, 1981 and 1983). 
These are generalisations of the vertex models where more than two 
arrow, usually called colour, states are allowed for each edge. It has been 
special cases of general models that have been considered, such as the 
‘separable’ non-intersecting string model (NIS). Their equivalence with 
the Potts model (Perk and Wu, 1986a,b) is an interesting result.
1.8.4 Hard hexagon model
The hard hexagon model which is a good candidate for a lattice 
gas model was solved by Baxter in 1980. This model originated in the 
description not of electric or magnetic phases but contains a fluid-solid 
transition (characteristic of a lattice gas) in its behaviour. Although, it
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can be formulated in ‘spin language’. Again, Baxter in his solution of 
this model has brought to light methods such as comer transfer matrices 
and the inversion relation. A generalisation of it, magnetic hard squares, 
has been examined by Pearce (1985).
1.8.5 ABF hierarchy
In 1984 the seminal paper of Andrews, Baxter and Forrester 
discovered an infinite hierarchy of exactly solvable models. Since then 
many hierarchies have emerged and have been linked to certain affine 
Lie algebras. These exciting discoveries have provided new horizons for 
research in  the area of two dimensional exactly solvable models. The 
search for new hierarchies and the examination of their properties is a 
vital area of interest today.
§1.9 Investigations of this thesis
This thesis concerns the six-vertex model and models related to 
it. Despite the many models which have been solved recently there have 
been many equivalences found between earlier and later models. An 
example is the equivalence of a special case of the multi-vertex models 
(NIS) to an ice-type model. Properties such as conformal invariance 
naturally lead us to re-examine models already solved. New techniques 
can also be applied to the ‘older’ models to obtain new information about 
the ir behaviour. This thesis contains each of these elements in its 
chapters.
1.9.1 Layout
The work of this thesis is presented in two main parts:
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In part II we discuss equivalences between the six-vertex model 
and other models of interest. Firstly, we review its equivalence with the 
Potts model in chapter two. Chapter three presents a new hierarchy of 
models and immediately derives equivalences with the six vertex and 
Potts models.
In part III new properties specific to each of the six vertex model, 
Potts model and the stated hierarchy of models are examined. We define 
and calculate generalised percolation probabilities for the self-dual Potts 
model in chapter four. Chapter five gives the free energy of the new 
heirarchy of models and goes onto examine its order parameters. Finally, 
the finite size corrections to the free energy of the six vertex and Potts 
models with free boundary conditions are calculated in chapter six.
1.9.2 IRF  model
To introduce more thoroughly the work of this thesis we first 
define a very general model, the Tnteractions-Round-a-Face’ or TRF’ 
model. We consider a square lattice and at each site i place a spin which 
can take on any set of values. We do not specify any particu lar 
interactions other than  the restriction tha t interactions only occur round 
a common face. Hence for a face with sites i, j, k, l as corners we define 
an energy ,O j ,Ok >°i) • Therefore the total energy of a configuration
of spins is
faces
(1.14)
where a  = {<7; ,Oj ,<% ,<7/} is the set of all spins, the sum is over all faces 
(ijkl) of the lattice and the sites are arranged anticlockwise round a face 
as in figure 1.3.
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The Ising, six-vertex, eight-vertex, three-spin model and hard hexagon 
models can all be formulated as IRF models. Also the ABF (Andrews, 
Baxter and Forrester) hierarchy and the NIS are IRF models.
k
Figure 1.3. One face of a square lattice.
M odel Spin Values Face Energies e (a,b,c,d)
Ising -1 and +1 - J a c - K b d
Six-vertex —1 and +1
-J  ac -  K bd -  L abed 
J,K,L —>oo,differences finite.
Three spin -1 and +1 -  J  (abd + bed)
Eight vertex -1 and +1 - J  ac -  K bd -  L abed
Hard Hexagons 0 and 1
-kT ln[za+b+c+dV4 (1-abXl-bcXl-cd) 
(1-daXl-bdTI
Table 1.1, above, lists these models along with the function appropriate 
to each as an IRF model. The variables a,b,c,d are the spin values on a 
face of the lattice. The parameters J,K,L,z are related to the strength of 
the interactions in the model. The ABF and NIS have spin variables that 
take on more than two values and have quite complex weights that 
require lists of formulae for the different possible configurations.
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1.9.3 Equivalences: Part II
In chapter two we first review the work of Temperley and Lieb 
(1971) and Baxter et al. (1976) in their demonstrations of the equivalence 
of the six-vertex and Potts models. The first method is algebraic, 
concerning the characteristics of a set of elementary transfer matrices, 
while the second is a graphical technique. The conclusion of the 
equivalences take the form of equating (apart from simple factors) the 
partition functions of the two models. This type of result (known as weak 
equivalence since it does not imply necessarily the equality of critical 
exponents; Baxter, 1982b) has the obvious implication that the evaluation 
of the partition function for one model gives the partition function for all 
models equivalent (in the sense discussed) to it. The importance of 
finding such equivalences has its origin in this observation.
We point out the number of other models that have been found 
equivalent. These equivalences are then important properties to examine 
and it is they that motivated the work of chapter three. Returning to the 
fact that so many models can be written as IRF models we present a new 
class of IRF models and demonstrate their equivalence to the six vertex 
model in chapter three. In fact, we attempt to write down as general an 
IRF model (with certain restrictions on the type of interactions) as we can 
that will be equivalent to the six vertex model and hence all models 
equivalent to it. In doing so a whole hierarchy of models is explored. 
Further interest in these models, which we name the Temperley-Lieb 
interaction models (TLI), comes from the fact that the critical hard 
hexagon model is a special case. The magnetic hard square model 
recently examined by Pearce (1985) is also a special case. We use both
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methods of demonstrating equivalence, algebraic and graphical, in this 
chapter to provide a complete discussion.
1.9.4 Properties: Part III
The three chapters of part III examine properties of the 
individual models themselves. Importantly though the equivalences of 
section two are vital to the arguments of chapter five.
Firstly, in chapter four a generalisation of percolation 
probabilities is introduced and these are calculated. This work was 
motivated by Baxter’s 1982 paper on the magnetisation discontinuity of 
the Potts model. It calculated the jump in the spontaneous magnetisation 
(an order parameter) at the self-dual temperature for Potts models when 
q > 4. It related this quantity to the percolation probability for the system. 
It is observed that this calculation can be generalised and the resulting 
quantities defined have simple explanations in terms of percolation.
In chapter five the free energy is given and the order parameters 
in a specialisation of the TLI set (STLI) are considered. These are basic 
properties of any model that might be considered and so the worth of their 
calculation is argued for accordingly. However, this chapter relies on the 
work of chapter three to find the free energy, while the work of the three 
previous chapters is used in the calculation of the order parameters. The 
use of the generalised percolation probability expressions for the self-dual 
Potts model in the calculation of the order parameter for the STLI model 
highlights also the importance of the equivalences of part II.
The last chapter evolved from the other motivations given before, 
namely that new techniques can also be used and new hypotheses can be 
tested in models such as the six-vertex and self-dual Potts. In particular
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th e  h y p o th es is  o f conform al in v a ria n c e  a n d  th e  tec h n iq u e s  of 
W oynarovich and Eckle (1987), H am er et al. (1987) for the  calculation of 
corrections to the  therm odynam ic lim it of the free energy per particle  for 
large  b u t fin ite  size la ttices  provide th e  im petus for th is  work. These 
techn iques a re  used  to give the  surface free energy for the  six vertex 
model in  chap ter six, which quantifies the contribution to the  free energy 
m ade by the  first order correction (in inverse w idth) for large finite w idth 
(bu t in fin ite  height) la ttices . The second order te rm  is connected w ith 
conformal invariance and  th is  is discussed in  chap ter six also. Again, by 
th e  equivalences of chap ter two the calculations of chap ter six are  shown 
to apply also to the self-dual Po tts model.
1.9.5 S u m m a ry
In  sum m ary, th is  th es is  contains work re la tin g  new m odels to 
some of the  well known models of la ttice  s ta tis tica l m echanics, applying 
new  techniques to all these  m odels and  connecting the  new properties 
found to recen t hypotheses in  the  a rea  of critical phenom ena.
Part
II
Equivalences
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Chapter Two
The Equivalence of the Six Vertex 
and Potts Models:
Two Techniques
§2.1 Introduction
The first half of this thesis is centred on the concept of the “weak 
equivalence” (Baxter, 1982b) between some of the exactly solvable models in 
lattice statistical mechanics. The major contribution of this thesis to the 
understanding of this property is presented in the next chapter: we define 
a new hierarchy of models and explicitly derive equivalences with the six 
vertex and the Potts models using two techniques. We now review these 
two techniques to provide a suitable background for the new results and 
importantly to familiarise the reader with the earlier work which 
motivated the studies of chapter three. This presentation is an adaptation 
of the discussions provided by Baxter (1982b,c).
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In  1971 T em perley  and  Lieb w rote down an  a lgebraic  opera to r 
m ethod th a t  derives an  equivalence betw een a staggered six-vertex model 
and  the  P o tts  model on a reg u la r lattice. Five years la te r  B ax te r et al. 
(1976) constructed  a graphical technique, which could be applied  on any 
p la n a r  la ttice , th a t  achieved a sim ila r resu lt. The conclusions of both 
these  m ethods were the  equality  of the  p a rtitio n  functions of bo th  models 
(a p a rt from triv ia l factors). In  1982b B ax ter expanded on th e  operator 
m eth o d  by d iscu ss in g  some of i ts  lim ita tio n s  an d  i l lu s tr a t in g  th e  
equivalence of the  critical h a rd  hexagon model to the  six vertex  and  self- 
dua l P o tts  m odels. H e hypothesised  the  inclusion  of th e  m u lti-vertex  
m odels of Stroganov and  Schultz, which was la te r  confirm ed by P erk  and 
Schu ltz  (1983), in to  th e  se t of m odels equ iva len t to th e  P o tts  model. 
Im p o rta n tly , he  d iscussed  th ese  equ ivalences in  te rm s  of th e  IRF 
fo rm ula tions of the  various m odels. T his approach  can be ta k e n  as a 
s ta r tin g  po in t for th e  w ork of the  nex t chap ter, as we explained  in  the 
in troduction .
In  th is  review  we focus on the  equivalence betw een the  P o tts  and 
staggered six vertex models form ulated on square lattices. We concentrate 
on th is  concrete problem  because these  two m odels w ere th e  f irs t to be 
found equ iva len t by th e  m ethods s ta te d  above an d  th ey  a re  the  two 
s ta n d a rd  m odels s tu d ied  in  th is  th e s is . The sq u a re  la ttic e , used  
th roughou t th is  thesis, is chosen here.
We begin by precisely defining the  p a rticu la r P o tts and  six vertex 
m odels of in te res t in  §2.2. We explain the graphical technique in  §2.3: we 
re s ta te  the  know n connection betw een the  Potts model p a rtitio n  function 
and  the  dichrom atic polynomial; we define the m edial la ttice  of a  square
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la ttice  (which is an o th e r square  la ttice  of ro ta ted  orien tation) and  its  so 
called decom position as a rep resen ta tion  of the  term s in  the  dichrom atic 
polynom ial; th e n  by p lacing  arrow  coverings on these  decom positions 
w ith  app ropria te  w eights am ice-type model is produced. To conclude we 
sum m arise the  operator m ethod of Tem perley amd Lieb (1971) as explained 
by B axter (1982b,c).
2.2 Definitions
2.2.1 The nearest neighbour, zero field anisotropic Potts model on a 
square lattice
On a M x N  square la ttice  L  as in  F igure 2.1(a) we ideatlise ‘spins’ to 
s it a t  the  sites i of th is lattice  (where i e IN and i < MN).  E ach spin  has an 
associated variable <7; th a t  takes on the q values 1, ...» q . The to ta l energy
of a p a rticu la r configuration of spins is
E(G) = - J 1 Y i 5((Ji,Gj) - J 2 Y j 8(Gi,Gk) 7 (2.1)
<ij> <jk>
w here g -  {g ,^ . . .»  g^ n  ) is th e se  ^° f  spins on the  lattice, the  firs t sum  is 
over all n ea res t neighbour pa irs  separa ted  horizontally  w hile th e  second 
sum  is over all n eares t neighbour pairs separa ted  vertically  and  and J 2 
are  th e  horizontal and  vertica l in te rac tion  coefficients respectively. The 
p a rtitio n  function can hence be w ritten  as
znm= ^ e x p l ~ E(a)1  ;  ( 2 ' 2 )
w here the  sum  is over all sp in  values 1, ...» q of all the  spins <7 .
2.2.2 The staggered six vertex model on a square lattice o f rotated 
orientation
Consider a square la ttice  L! of ro ta ted  orientation  and size M '  x N '
as in  Figure 2.1(b).
^ 
CO 
to 
^
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N -2N -1 N
Figure 2.1 (a). A Mx N lattice on which we construct 
a Potts model.
A site of sublattice 1A site of sublattice 2
M - 2
M’- l
Figure 2.1 (b). A M' x N' lattice of rotated orientation on which
we construct a six vertex model. Sites on odd 
numbered rows are designated as sublattice one 
and the rest as sublattice two.
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We choose M ' = 2M+ 1 and N'= N  (to ensure that L' is a replica of the
medial lattice of L to be defined in §2.3.2) One places arrows on the edges
subject to the ice rule. However, we divide this lattice into two sublattices
and assign different weights to the six allowed vertex configurations, as
labelled in Figure 2.2, as follows
w ^ ,  ..., w Q = 1 , 1 , X y  X y  s~2 + x1 s2, s2 + x s~2 for sublattice 1 ,
(2.3a)
w . ..., w - x ^  x^ 1, 1, s2 + x s '2, s~2+ xn s2 for sublattice 2 ?
2 2 (2.3b)
where s = eX!4. (2.3c)
On the boundary sites of L we allow one arrow in and one arrow out of 
each vertex with the weights
w?, ..., w14 = s '1, s, s '1, s, s '1, s, s '1, s, (2.4)
as labelled in Figure 2.2.
The partition function is the sum over all allowed configurations of 
the product of all the weights of the vertices:
Y l  (weighs) . (2.5)
configurations vertices
2.3 Graphical equivalence
2.3.1 Dichromatic polynomial
We begin with the Potts model defined in §2.2.1 and observe that the 
edges of the lattice L, on which it is defined, can be divided into 2 classes:
horizontal and vertical. The definition
vr = exp (Jr/ kßT) -1  (2.6)
with r = 1 for horizontal edges and r = 2 for vertical edges allows the 
partition function to be rewritten as
(2.7)
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where the product is over all edges (horizontal and vertical) of the lattice. 
Hence each factor of the product can be associated with a particular edge. 
This product can be expanded into 2 terms, where E is the total number 
of edges (E = 2MN -  (.N+M )). An association can be made between each of 
these terms and a bond graph on L. One examines each term of the 
expansion. Each term is the product of E factors: either a 1 or v t8(Oi, Oj) 
from each edge. If a 1 is encountered the corresponding edge of L is left 
empty but if a vr 8(0  ^ Oj) is found a bond is placed on that edge. In this way 
a one to one correspondence is created between terms in the expansion and 
bond graphs G on L .
The summation over all bond graphs can now be interchanged with 
the summation over all spin values. The latter can now be taken. To do 
this one examines each bond graph and sums over all spin values allowed 
by that graph. Considering a typical graph G, containing horizontal
bonds and £2 vertical bonds and c connected clusters (a cluster is a set of 
spins connected by bonds and we regard an isolated site as a cluster) the
spin summation contributes qc. There are also factors v 1 v*  from the
bonds themselves. Hence the partition function is given by
> ( 2 ' 8 )
G
where the summation is over all bond graphs G that can be drawn on L. 
This expression is a dichromatic polynomial (Whitney, 1932; Tuttle, 1967). 
2.3.2 The medial lattice Lm
Another lattice Lm can be associated with L. Lm is constructed by 
drawing diamonds (a square turned through 45°) around each site of L
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(centred there) so that the diamonds of adjacent sites have common 
comers as in Figure 2.3.
For convenience we shade the interior of the diamonds drawn. 
This produces the checkerboard effect evident in Figure 2.3. Immediately 
we notice that L' is a replica of Lm • We note that Lm has internal sites 
each with 4 neighbours and boundary sites each with 2 neighbours.
Figure 2.3. The constructed lattice -^ Mon top of the lattice L .
2.3.3 Polygon decomposition of Lm
A one-to-one correspondence can be made between the graphs G in 
the sum (2.8) and decompositions of Lm as follows:
For each bond on G the corresponding diamonds of the two sites of 
L  are broken so as to join the shaded regions of each as in Figure 2.4(a). 
For each edge of G without a bond the corresponding diamonds of the two 
sites are separated so as to join the unshaded regions on either side of the 
the edges as in Figure 2.4(b).
This procedure decomposes Lm  into a set of disjoint polygons as in 
Figure 2.5. The connected clusters of G correspond to ‘islands’ of shaded 
area made up of the individual site’s diamonds joined together. These
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Section of a deformed diamond due to decomposition
bond between sites no bond between sites
Sites of L
Figure 2.4. The effect of the decomposition on at internal sites
of the lattice: In (a) a bond joins the shaded regions 
and in (b) the unshaded regions are joined as there 
is no bond.
‘islands’ may have ‘lakes’ of unshaded area within them but each has an 
outer perimeter which is one of the polygons of the decomposition.
Thus each polygon is of one of two types and if p is the number of polygons 
then
P = c  + s ? (2.9)
where c is the number of connected clusters in G and s is the number of 
internal polygons. Euler’s relation can be applied to give
s = c - N M  + H1 + £ 2 / (2.10)
where MN  is the total number of sites of L. Using (2.9) and (2.10) to 
eliminate c and s from the partition function it follows that
MN
MN ~ 1 0 * 5 (2.11)
where xr - q  vr and the summation is over all polygon decompositions 
of Lm .
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A bond on L The lattice L
Polygon of decomposed medial lattice
Figure 2.5. A decomposition of a medial lattice into polygons.
The lattice L is shown with the bonds indicated by 
heavy lines.
2.3.4 Arrow coverings of LM
The factors in the summand of (2.11) can be associated with various 
origins: the q1/2 factors may be thought of as deriving from the polygons in 
the decomposition and each xr factor from a site of Lm of class r (bond of L 
of class r).
In an attempt to provide a local’ origin for the q1/2, as the xr have, 
the quantity X is defined as
ql/2 = 2 coshA (2.12)
(This X is the same as defined in §2.2.2 for the equivalence to hold).Now 
consider a polygon decomposition of LM. Note that each corner of any 
polygon is the intersection of two edges. To create an arrow covering of Lm 
place arrows on the edges of Lm so that each polygon comer there is one
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arrow  pointing in  and  one out. Give each com er a w eight exp(ccA/4) where 
a  is + 1 i f  the  arrow s tu rn  left and  —1 if  i t  tu rn s  r ig h t w hen passing  
th ro u g h  th e  com er. The w eight for a  p a rticu la r  arrow  covering of the 
polygons is the  product of these w eights. The to ta l w eight for all arrow  
coverings of the  polygons is the  sum  of these  products. Im portan tly , the 
polygons can be covered independently . Now, th e  arrow s on a polygon 
m u st po in t the  sam e w ay and there  m ust be 4 more com ers tu rn in g  to the 
r ig h t th a n  to the  left for a  clockwise covering (and visa versa  for an  an ti­
clockw ise covering). T herefore for a clockwise arrow  a rra n g e m e n t a 
w eigh t is obtained and  an  anticlockwise arrow  arran g em en t gives a 
w eight e . As these a rrangem en ts occur independently  for each polygon a
—A A 1/2to ta l w eigh t e + e = 2 cosh X -  q is obtained. So th is  procedure of 
arrow  covering gives the  w eight qp/2 th a t occurs in  (2.11).
Hence, the  p artition  function can be w ritten  as
w here  th e  ou ter sum m ation  is over all polygon decom positions and the 
in n e r  sum  is over all allowed arrow  coverings of the  polygons and the 
product is over all polygon com ers m, am being the corresponding
local properties as is the  arrow  covering ru le  of one arrow  in  and  one out of 
each corner of the polygons.
We now exam ine the  arrow  configurations a t  an  in te rn a l site  of L m 
th a t  can occur in  the  double sum m ation of (2.13). There a re  two ways of 
sep a ra tin g  the  edges a t a vertex  as show n in  F igure  2.4. In  each case 
th e re  are  4 possible arrow  arrangem ents. The resu lting  8 possibilities are 
shown in  F igure 2.6 together w ith  the product of the  corresponding weight
/
(2.13)
‘tu rn ’ p a ram eter (± 1) as defined above. The w eights e ' a^ ^  and  xr are
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Figure 2.6. The eight possible arrow configurations at an internal
site of the decomposed lattice L ' with weights underneath, 
(x is a general label for x xand x 2)
Figure 2.7. The six possible configurations of arrows at a site of 
(This figure has the shaded areas always to the right 
and to the left, whereas they also occur to the top and 
bottom so to obtain the correct weight for those vertices 
one rotates these figures by 90 degrees.)
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factor x re m . The ice ru le  is th en  satisfied  a t all sites as there  are 
alw ays two arrow s in to  each vertex and  two out (there is alw ays one arrow 
in to  and  one out of each ex ternal site). Hence, the  arrow  coverings th a t 
occur in  (2.13) are  those th a t  can be constructed using the  ice ru le  on an 
undecom posed lattice  (Figure 2.7). We can now a ttem p t to in terchange the 
sum m ations in  (2.13) using  th is  observation.
In  considering th e  sum m and in  (2.13), all arrow  coverings using 
the  ice rule  can occur b u t some occur more th an  once. This is because the 
arrow  a rra n g m en ts  5 an d  6 of F igu re  2.7 can a rise  in  two w ays from 
corner separa tions. However, for any  arrow  covering, subject to the  ice 
rule, of the  undecom posed lattice  Lm , the  polygon decom positions can be 
chosen  in d ep en d en tly  ( th a t  is, th e  co rner se p a ra tio n s  can  be m ade 
independently). Thus, one sim ply sum s the  appropria te  w eights in  Figure 
2.6 to calculate the  to ta l contribution of any vertex  in  any arrow  covering. 
However, the  w eights produced are  ju s t  those given in  (2.3) and  (2.4) and 
the  partition  function (2.13) can be w ritten  as
ZMN=  <?MV/2 X II (weights) (2.14)
a.c. vertices 7
w here the  sum  is over all arrow  coverings (a.c) of Lm using  th e  ice rule 
and  the  product is over all vertices of Lm . Hence the  Po tts model of §2.2.1 
is equivalent to the  staggered ice-type model of §2.2.2 and the  conclusion
- MN/2
MN (2.15)
can therefore be m ade.
2.4 Operator method
H ere we will sketch  the  m ajor prem ises of the opera to r technique 
(Baxter, 1982b) th a t  derives the  equivalence of the two m odels in  §2.2. We
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will not concern ourselves with many details since it is the overall thrust 
of this technique that provides a good background and motivation for the 
work of the next chapter, especially §3.2 and §3.3.
Several important observations are necessary to carry through this 
method. Firstly, the partition functions of both models can be written in 
the same form, using transfer matrices, as follows
Z = £  V  W V W ... V £ (2.16a)MN P P P P P V '
for the Potts model and
Z6V=^W/2 £  Ve We V6 6^ (2-16b)
for the six vertex model, where there are MV*  s and (M — 1) W's in each 
expression. These V^ s and W's are transfer matrices that ‘add’ on the two 
types of rows present in each model: For the Potts model V  adds a row of 
horizontal edges to L  and W adds a row of vertical edges to L  while for the 
six vertex model V  adds a row of type 1 vertices to Lm and W adds a row of 
type 2 vertices to Lm - Z is a particular vector that accounts for the free 
boundary conditions that have been allowed. For the Potts model the 
transfer matrices are qN by qN —dimensional while for the six vertex 
model they are 4N by ^-d im ensional. The boundary vector is 
qN—dimensional for the Potts model and 4^ —dimensional for the six vertex 
model.
The second observation is that the transfer matrices for each model
can be written in the form
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V =
W= q~1/2
7
(2.17a)
(2.17b)
where I is the appropriate identity. The Ui, ..., U ^ - i  are matrices that 
can be associated with particular edges for the Potts model and vertices for 
the six vertex model. These matrices are given below
(2.18a)
(2.18b)
for the Potts model, and
2N
[u <)aa, = \ ai’ ai+i) h (°v <*'M ) n  s [af  «,•I , (2-i8c)
ä , i+1
where h(+,+) = h( -  = 0 , and
h(+,-) = e_A/2, h(~, +) =ekl2 y (2.18d)
with X as given in (2.12), for the six vertex model. Here the spins cr and ( f  
label successive rows of sites on the Potts lattice. The arrow variables a 
and a ' label successive rows of edges on the six vertex lattice. Specifically 
ai = + if the arrow in column i points up and = -  if it points down.
The central feature of the operator method is that both these sets of 
matrices (2.18a,b) and (2.18c,d) are representations of the same operator 
algebra, called the Temperley-Lieb algebra. This algebra is defined as 
follows
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= ql l 2 Ui i = 1 , . . . ,  2N  - 1
u i = £/. i = 1, ..., 2N  -  2 .
u. u . , u.1 l-l l I
I
-P
3 i = 1 , . . . ,  2 N - 1
u. u .1 J = u . u .J » 1 i - j  \ > 2  .
(2.19)
Now, one can observe tha t multiplying both sides of both equations 
(2.16a) and (2.16b) by £ on the left and %T on the right (being the
isj/n —N f 9 T*appropriate £) and by the scalar q , denoting q ££ = R> gives
ZmnRp = < F '\  Rp (2.20a)
and
Z 6VR 6 qn~M>NI2 R .X .R .6 6 6
w here X  is the product of the V 's and W’s. 
representations
* = ^ 3 -
(2.20b)
However, for both
(2 .21)
Importantly then, the right hand sides of (2.20) can be simplified into the 
forms of the left hand sides using only (2.19). Thus, the partition functions 
can be found irrespective of the representation. Hence
ZMN = (.2.22)
and the equivalence sought is therefore achieved.
As a summary, this method involves the observation th a t for both 
models the partition function can be written as products of matrices tha t 
are themselves the sum of the identity I  and elementary matrices Uj . 
These elementary matrices belong to the same algebra for both models and 
the partition function can be evaluated in a representation free form, 
therefore providing an equivalence.
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The question  th a t  n a tu ra lly  a rises  is then : W hat o th e r la ttice  
m odels of sta tis tica l m echanics provide e lem entary  m atrices th a t  belong to 
th is  algebra? In  th e  n ex t ch ap te r we explore an  IRF m odel of some 
generality  th a t  gives one answ er to th is question.
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Chapter Three
The Tem perley Lieb Interaction Model: 
D efinition and Equivalences
§3.1 Introduction
An interesting property of models in statistical mechanics is the 
“weak equivalence” between different models, where they have the same 
partition function per site. One such group of models is the six-vertex 
(6V), the self-dual Potts (SDP), the critical hard-hexagon (CHH), and the 
critical separable nonintersecting string (also called the NISI; Schultz, 
1981) models. We may call this the “6V set” of models for convenience.
In 1971 Temperley and Lieb showed the correspondence between the 
6V and Potts models. Baxter (1982b) later expanded this equivalence to 
include the CHH model and postulated the inclusion of the NISI model 
into the 6V set. Perk and Schultz (1983) confirmed this prediction. The 
method of Baxter and Temperley and Lieb was to show that certain 
elementary matrices, whose product makes up the transfer matrices (the
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product of the tran sfe r m atrices is re la ted  to the  partition  function), lie in  
th e  sam e algebra  for each model. This is known as the Tem perley-Lieb 
a lgeb ra .
A graphical equivalence of the  general P o tts model and  a staggered  
6V m odel by B axter et al. (1976) illu stra ted  the equivalence of the  p artition  
function  for these  models. I t  was no su rp rise , then , w hen P e rk  and  W u 
(1986a) an d  also T ruong  (1986) recen tly  constructed  explicit g raph ica l 
equivalences of the  separable q s ta te  N IS model and  the  q -s ta te  P o tts  
model in  general. P erk  and  W u (1986b) constructed the  p a rtitio n  function 
of th e  critical N IS model on a square lattice using a graphical approach.
T his leads one to look for o ther m odels th a t  m ay be included in  th is  
equivalence family. This chap ter announces one such model on a square  
la ttice  L  called the  Tem perley-Lieb in te rac tions (TLI) model. We define 
th is  m odel by equation (3.6), subject to the  restric tions (3.14), (3.16),(3.19) 
an d  (3.20), and  a se t S  described in  §3.3. The CHH m odel and  the  
m agnetic  h a rd -sq u ares  m odel on the  line of essen tia l s in g u la ritie s  are  
specific cases of th is  model. In  §3.3 we estab lish , under the  res tric tio n  
(3.8), i ts  equivalence to th e  6V se t by en su ring  th a t  i ts  local tra n s fe r  
m atrices satisfy the  Tem perley-Lieb algebra. We then  estab lish  in  general 
th is  equivalence graphically  in  §3.4.
The new m odel has a large num ber of disposable p a ram eters : we 
suggest in  chap ter five one p a rticu la r specialization as a  topic for fu r th e r  
study. In  p articu la r, we use the  corner tran sfe r m atrix  m ethod to ob tain  
order p a ram eters  for th a t  model in  th a t  sam e chapter.
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§3.2 Temperley-Lieb equivalence
The following discussion relies on the discussion in §§2 and 3 of
Baxter (1982b). We use a prefix B to denote equations of that paper, e.g.
(B2.1). The partition function of any model of the 6V set can be given as
(B2.1) or (B2.26), depending on boundary conditions. These relations give Z
as a product of local transfer matrices Xj that depend on local face, edge,
or vertex conditions. A linearity property gives Xj the structure of (B2.16):
Xj = p(I + xUj), j  = 1,..., n , (3.1)
where n is the number of faces or edges in a row of the lattice L  and the Uj 
matrices satisfy (B2.19):
lfj =ql l2Uj  , (3.2a)
(/.£/ 17. = 17. , (3.2b)
j  j± i  j  j  y
U JJj=U p9 V- j \ >2  . (3.2c)
Equations (3.2) represent the Temperley-Lieb algebra relations. It is 
shown that since the set of matrices {Uj, j  -  1, ..., n } form a finite­
dimensional algebra, any two models with local transfer matrices 
satisfying (3.1) and (3.2), and with partition function given by (B2.26), will 
have equal partition functions. They must have the same values of p, x, 
and q, but since p is a trivial factor multiplying each local transfer 
matrix, the partition functions are simply related when the values of x and 
q correspond. We can then say that the models are equivalent.
Now, as in §3 of Baxter (1982b), the 6V set of models (except the SDP) 
can easily be given as “interaction-round-a-face” (IRF) models on a square 
lattice L  turned through 45°. Then Xj represents the “addition” of a face 
and is given by (B3.2).
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(Xj>vf= w(af  a]+r  aJ  I I  %ai’ °P ; (3.3)
where cr and ( f  are two spin sets {o^  , <xn} and {oj, ...» on }.
Z  is given by (B3.1) as well as (B2.26):
where the sum is over all spins c ,^ oN (N is the total number of sites in
the lattice) and the product is over all N  faces of the lattice. The spins can 
generally take on m values, so that the matrices Xj are of size mn x mn.
As examples, the 6V model and the CHH model can be constructed 
as ERF models using the prescriptions (B3.12) and (B3.27):
For the 6V model:
r c y « ' -  ¥ ■  -  °j~i v  e x p [ 2 Xaj+ i(aj + y  n .  ? ( 3 -5 a )
o
where q = 4 cosh A and each Oj takes on the values — 1 and + 1 (m = 2).
For the CHH model:
(~<y. -o r + a  + a  )  __
( U ^ = q  J 7 (3'5b(
where q = \ (3 + Vö) and oj takes on the values 0 and 1 (m = 2).
The spin set <7 is restricted by the condition GjOj + x= 0 for y = 1, ..., n — 1. 
Similarly for &. One can verify directly that Uj satisfy (3.2), and so form a 
Temperley-Lieb algebra.
§3.3 The model
We define our model by giving w(a, b, c, d). In general we shall
choose
w(a, b, c, d) = f , g  , 8(a,c) + xh , k , 5(b,d)
ab ad  ba be
(3.6)
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the interactions involved in this model. The diagonal
bonds represent the delta functions and the f, g, h, and k functions are
weights depending on the spins of the comers of the face separated by
those bonds. The first argument of each function is the bonded spin value
and the other is the unbonded spin value. This means that each function
is associated with a triangular half-face of Ly rather than an edge. There
is therefore no reason to require that the functions be symmetric (as one
would expect of a function dependent on one edge only).
The spins a, b, c, d take the values 1, ...» m (or 0, ..., m -  1 as appropriate),
where m is some given integer. In addition, throughout these
discussions we restrict all adjacent spin pairs to some given set S. Then S
is the set of allowed spin pairs. For instance, in the CHH model (where a,
b, c, d = 0,1), we can take S to be the set
S = {(0,0), (0,1), (1,0)} (3.7)
i.e., a set of three elements, each being a pair of spins.
w(a bed)
c
The Lattio
Figure 3.1. A graphical representation of the terms in the face weights of 
the TLI model. The 'dashed ' bonds make diagonally opposite 
spin values the same.
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In general, the number of elements of S cannot exceed m 2. We 
impose the symmetry condition that if (a,b) belongs to S, then so does (b,a). 
The functions fab, gab> hab, kab are defined only for (a,b) eS . [For the 
purpose of evaluating the partition function Z from (3.4) and (3.6) these 
restrictions are the same as taking f, g, h, k to be zero if their arguments 
do not belong to S , and then allowing each spin to independently take all m 
values. We find it preferable to restrict the definitions of f, g, h and k to 
spin pairs in S .]
The matrix Xj  is given by (3.3). To ensure that it has the form (3.1) 
(with p = 1), we take
U - 8 *  - 1- (a’b> e S  • <3-8)
(In the next section we shall relax this condition.) Then Uj is the matrix 
with entries
= hc , a. K  ’ °j 4  > (3-9)J+l J j+l J J J I7tj
/  /
where a  and &  are the spin sets {Oi, ..., crn} and {oj, ...» <jn}. These spin
/  /
sets are restricted by the condition (oj, GJ+1)eS  and (g, g +1)eS . This 
implies that Uj, and so Xj, are generally matrices of size smaller than mn 
x m . Only when S contains all m spin pairs does Uj take on the size 
m x m .
If we define
V a b = k ab K b ’(a>b) e  S  > ( 3 ' 1 0 )
then it is shown in Appendix A that the Temperley-Lieb relations (3.2) are 
satisfied provided
v ab V^  = 1, (a,b)eS , (3.11a)
I V * - «1/2> w*bi(a,b)eS (3.11b)
Surprisingly, this is quite a weak set of conditions: if S  contains all 
m2 spin pairs (a,b)> then we have only m(m + 3) /2 restrictions on the m2 
values of Vab. (Note that since hab and kab need not be symmetric, neither 
need V ab.) Thus, we have found a large class of models that are all 
equivalent to the 6V, Potts, and NIS models.
We have implicitly assumed that x is the same for all faces, which 
means that the corresponding 6V model is regular and the Potts model is 
self-dual. For q < 4 all the models are therefore critical (Baxter, 1973). 
However, as will become clear in the next section, the equivalence remains 
true even if x is varied (for all the models) from face to face. Thus, it also 
links this model to the staggered 6V model and the non-self-dual, non- 
critical (and as yet unsolved) Potts model.
§3.4 Graphical equivalence with a 6V model
In this section we demonstrate by graphical methods the 
equivalence of a site-dependent TLI model (defined below) and an 
inhomogeneous 6V model and also a general q-state Potts model with 
anisotropic interactions. The self-dual case of the Potts, and the 
homogeneous 6V models, are equivalent to the site-independent TLI model 
of the last section as a special case of this graphical equivalence. The 
staggered separable q -state NIS model must then be equivalent to this 
expanded model.
We return to the expression (3.6) for w(a,b,c,d) and no longer take 
fab> Sab to be restricted by (3.8). We allow x (but not fab, kab) to vary 
from face to face. Let x± be its value on face i.
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3.4.1 Graphical expansion
From (3.6), each face function w is a sum of two terms:
w(a, b, c, d) = w1(a, b, c, d) + w2(a, b, c, d) (3.12a)
where
fa, b, c, d) = fab gad 8 (a, c) (3.12b)
and
w2 (a, by Cy d) -  xt h^  8 (b, d) . (3.12c)
The iV-fold product-over-faces in (3.4) can therefore be expanded as the 
sum of 2? contributions each being a product of wx and w2 terms.
We can associate with each term of the product expansion a bond 
graph G on the diagonals of the lattice L. We do this by associating a bond 
appropriate to the delta function found in the term chosen from the weight 
w on each face. If we choose the first term containing 8(a,c)y we link 
spins a and c together with a north-south (NS) bond. Similarly, for the 
second term, we link b with d by an east-west (EW) bond. See Figure 3.1. 
We then can write the partition function (3.4) as
ZTLI = E  E I! (w i  or w 2 fa c to rs) > (3 *1 3 )
G ® faCes
the outer sum being over all the 2^ bond-graphs, and each face 
contributing either a (for a NS bond) or w2 (for an EW bond).
Within a graph G the sites of L are grouped into clusters (regarding 
isolated sites as one-component clusters). Thus, for instance, the sites A, 
B, C in Figure 3.2 form a cluster. All the spins within a cluster must be 
equal (because the bonds correspond to Kronecker deltas).
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3.4.2 Perimeter polygons
Now we surround each cluster by a polygon. To do this we consider 
the dual lattice Lp of L. Each site of Lp lies at the center of a face of L, and 
hence on one of the bonds of G. We decompose Lp by regarding the bonds 
of G as “cutting” it, so as to separate edges on opposite sides of a bond as in 
Figure 3.3.
The effect of this is to decompose Lp into disjoint polygons, as in 
Figure 3.4.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between graphs G and polygon 
decomposition of Lp , so we can replace the outer sum in (3.13) by a sum 
over polygon decompositions.
We should allow for boundary effects. This can be done, but here we 
adopt the simpler viewpoint that L is arbitrarily large and G consists of 
an infinite cluster with finite clusters embedded inside it. (These finite 
clusters may in turn surround smaller ones.)
N S bond E W bond
Figure 3.3 . The two types of bond on a face of the lattice. The dashed 
bonds separate comers of the lattice and the heavy lines 
are the associated polygon comers.
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Then each polygon of Lp  surrounds a finite cluster and is 
surrounded by another cluster (which may be the infinite one). Thus, with 
each polygon P we can associate an “interior” spin (that of the cluster 
im m ediately  inside P) and an “exterior” spin (that of the cluster 
immediately outside P).
Now consider the Wi, w2 factors in (3.13). We see tha t the term 
can be regarded as made up of the S(a,c) factor (representing the NS 
bond), a factor fab associated with the right-hand polygon comer, and a 
factor gad associated with the left-hand polygon comer. Similarly, the w2 
term  contains factors h ba, k bc associated with the lower and upper 
polygons, as well as an extra factor xj (j being the label of the face). Thus, 
the spin-dependent factors fab, gab, hab and kab can all be associated with 
the polygon comers as in Figure 3.5.
a
Figure 3.5 . The spin dependent functions with their associated 
polygon corners . The spins on either side of the 
polygons have values a and b.
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Consider a complete polygon P and define
®ab = fab gab’ Rab = hab kab * (314)
In Appendix B it is shown tha t the product of the polygon comer 
weights is
QabRa b ( Q M ni K a b K j *  ,  <“ ®
where a is the exterior spin of P, and b the interior; n7 and n5 are non­
negative integers determined by the shape and size of P. (The total 
number of comers in P  is 4 + 4n5 + 4n7.)
For the more specialized model discussed in §3.3 the products QabQba 
and RabRba a r e  both one [in fact, for tha t case Qab = 1 and Vab = Rab and by 
(3.11a), RabRba = 1], so (3.15) is independent of n5 and n 7. Let us require 
th a t this property be true generally, i.e.
Qafibo = = 1 (a’bj eS  • (3.16)
Then the weight (3.15) is the same for all polygons, namely Vabi 
where
= Q«bRab . (3J.7)
Now these relations above give (3.13) as
s-I*Z n
p.d. °  polygons
(3.18)
where the outer sum is over all polygon decompositions of Lp, X  is the 
product of the factors (one for each EW bond on G), the inner sum is 
over the values of the spins (one spin for each cluster), and the product is 
over all polygons of polygon weights Vab (a and b are the exterior and 
interior spins of the polygons under consideration).
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From  (3.17) we have
V* Vta = (a’b)sS (3.19)
so we still have the  re la tion  (3.11a). L et us suppose th a t  (3.11b) also still 
app lies, i.e.
A polygon m ay su rro u n d  o th er polygons, w hich m ay su rro u n d  o th e r 
polygons, etc. This sequence m u st te rm in a te  w ith  “elem entary” polygons 
th a t  con ta in  no o ther polygons w ith in  them . E ach  con ta ins a single 
cluster: the  spin  b of th is  c luster en ters the  o-sum m and in  (3.18) only via 
a single factor Vab, w here a is the  spin exterior to the  polygon. T hus we 
can  sum  a t  once over b. F rom  (3.20), we get a factor q , w hich is 
independent o f a.
1/2E ach  e lem entary  polygon therefore contributes a  constan t factor q 
to (3.18). A part from th is , such polygons can be ignored. B u t then  all the 
polygons th a t  con tained  only e lem en tary  polygons w ith in  them  become 
them selves “elem entary”. The sam e argum en t applies to them , and so on. 
F ina lly  one is left only w ith  the  unw eighted sum  over the  m values of the 
spin  of the infinite cluster, giving a  factor m  . Hence (3.18) reduces to
w here  p  is th e  num ber of polygons in  the  decom position of the  square  
la ttice  Lj).
3.4.3 Six vertex model
b3(a,b)eS
X ^  = q1/2, V a (3.20)
7
(3 .21)
Now consider a six vertex  model on Lp (B axter, 1982c), w here one 
places arrow s on the edges subject to the rule th a t a t each site there be two 
arrow s in  and two out. Then there  are  six configurations as in  Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 . The six arrow configurations of the 6V model on l  .
For site i (on face i on L ), let the six configurations (as labelled in 
Figure 3.6) have weights
G>1, ..., coQ = 1, 1, x., Xy s~l + xs, s + x^ s-1 (3.22)
where s is some parameter. Then, by following the method of Baxter et al. 
(1976) we find that the partition function Z6V of this model is given by*
Z6V= £  X(s2 + s-2f  7 (3.23)
p.d.
*It should be noted that our weights (3.22) differ from those in (12.4.2) of 
Baxter (1982c), in that we are using the same orientation of Figure 3.6 for 
all sites of LD whereas he does not.
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where again the sum is over polygon decompositions of Lp, a factor is 
associated with site i if the decomposition there is of the EW type (upper 
edges separated from lower), X  is the product of these jc; factors, and p is 
the number of polygons.
Comparing (3.21) and (3.23) and choosing s to be related to q by
q112 = s2 + (3.24)
it follows that the partition functions of the TLI and six-vertex models are 
related by
^TLI =  m Z 6V - (3.25)
3.4.4 Special cases
While the equivalence (3.25) is true for all choices of the face 
parameters ...» x^, we are usually only interested in a system with 
some translational invariance. The most interesting case to consider is 
the one in which we divide the faces of L into two classes “black” and 
“white”, as in a checker-board (i.e., we divide Lq into two sublattices) and 
take
x. = x if £ is a black face ,
* (3.26)
x . = y  if i is a white face
(We note that the sites on L are naturally divided into two sublattices by the 
diagonal interactions.)
Then the product X  in (3.18) and (3.21) is simply
X = 7 (3.27)
where n^ is the number of EW bonds of G on black faces and nw is the 
number of white faces.
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Then by using the equivalence** between the six-vertex and Potts 
models (Baxter et al.y 1976), we can establish that
where Zpotts is the partition function of the q-state Potts model on a square 
lattice of N/2  sites (actually one of the sublattices L)y with interaction 
coefficients K  and L  in the horizontal and vertical directions, where
where the Potts spins s1? sN/2 each take on the values 1, ..., q , the (ij)  
sum is over all horizontal edges of Lp (the Potts lattice), and the (j,k) sum
over all vertical edges.
Particular interesting cases are as follows:
(i) K, L  —» 0 (x -» 0, y —»*»). This is the disordered limit of the Potts 
model (T <»).
(ii) K, L  —» oo (x —> oo, y  -> 0). This is the ordered limit (T —> 0), but 
we see th a t it  differs from the disordered one only in the 
interchange of x and y ,  which is a m anifestation of the 
duality of the Potts model (Potts, 1952). In either limit the sum 
(3.13) is dominated by the graph G consisting of an infinite 
cluster linking all sites on one sublattice of L, the other sites 
each being isolated “islands” within it. Thus, in these limits
(3.28)
x = (eK- l )  q~112, y = qll2(eL - l ) 1 . (3.29)
Explicitly,
7 (3.30)
**We hence take the xx of Section 12.4 of Baxter (1982c) to be x and its x2 to 
be 1 iy.
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(and to any finite order in a perturbation about them), we are 
justified in considering only a single infinite cluster with finite 
clusters embedded inside it.
(iii) (eK -  l)(eL - 1) = q (x = y). This is the self-dual case of the Potts 
model, corresponding to the homogeneous six-vertex and TLI 
models. For q < 4 the models are critical: for q > 4 the models 
are at a first-order transition point (Baxter, 1973).
Part
Properties
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D efining a local m ag n e tisa tio n  as in  equation  (11) of B ax te r (1982a) 
(hereafter equations of th a t paper will be preceded by B), i t  was shown th a t 
for q > 4 th e re  is a jum p discontinuity  in  M (T) (Cardy et al., 1980; Kim, 
1981; Baxter, 1982a). This was calculated by B axter (1982a) as
oo
A M  -  M (T J  -  lim M(T) = (1 -  exp [ ~(4j-2)6]} / [1 + exp(- 4j0)] ?
T~*Td j= i
(4.3)
1/2w here q = 2 cosh 0, 9 > 0, in  the  therm odynam ic lim it of L  large.
Following K asteleyn and F ortu in  (1969), B axter (1982a) wrote Z  as a 
d ichrom atic  polynom ial:
(4.4)
G
w here K  = J / kT, L  = J '  IkT , u = eK —1 and  w = eL -  1. The dichrom atic 
polynom ial is a  sum  over all graphs G on the lattice  L: c is the  num ber of 
connected c lusters of G, l and m  are  the  num ber of horizontal and  vertical 
lines respectively. On these  g raphs th ere  a re  alw ays a se t of boundary 
sites th a t  a re  linked to form a 'boundary c lu s te r. The cen tra l spin of the 
la ttice  is know n as site 0. E ach graph of the  sum  is m ade up of c lusters of 
spins (including iso la ted  spins as prim itive clusters). B ax ter defined a 
perco lation  p robab ility  P  via (B31) th a t  site 0 belongs to th e  boundary  
c luster (Kelland, 1976). This is a w eighted sum  over only g raphs w ith  th a t 
property. B axter showed th a t  th is  P  is the  sam e as the  m agen tisa tion  M  
of the Potts model (B30) and (B31). He then  used the  six-vertex equivalence 
to the  dichrom atic polynomial (Baxter et al., 1976) to express P  in  term s of 
th e  corner tra n s fe r  m atrices of th e  six-vertex model. T his expression  
could be ev a lu a ted  (in the  therm odynam ic  lim it) w hen th e  self-dual 
condition (4.2) is satisfied. He th u s obtained the resu lt (B2) for M (Tj).
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In work on the TLI model, in the next chapter, we have found the 
need to generalize P to the set of probabilities [Pn : n = 0,1,...} where the Pn 
are related to how 'deep' within the graph the cluster containing site 0 
does lie. Here we calculate these P n as coefficients of a generating 
function similar to (4.3).
In the following §§4.2-5 we consider the limit T —» TJ . In this case 
the graphs G that contribute to (4.4) (in the thermodynamic limit) each 
contain an infinite cluster, so on finite lattices it is appropriate to impose 
the condition that all the boundary sites be linked. This 'boundary cluster' 
becomes the infinite cluster in the thermodynamic limit. In §4.6 we 
extend the work to the limit T - )T j  when there is no infinite (or boundary) 
cluster.
§4.2 Generalised percolation probabilities
We define Pn as the probability that the given site 0 belongs to a 
cluster which is surrounded completely by just n clusters (one of them 
being the boundary cluster). P0 is then just the probability that no clusters 
surround site 0 and so site 0 must be in the boundary cluster, giving P = 
Pq. We define the set of graphs Gn as those having n clusters around the 
cluster of site 0. In figure 4.1 we show a typical graph of G2 , in which the 
site 0 is surrounded by two clusters (including the boundary cluster).
The Pn are given by
Pn = z"1 X 9° vl wm 
Gn
(4.5)
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Boundary cluster
Site 0
Isolated
Cluster surrounding site 0
Figure 4.1. A graph of type G 2 where heavy lines are the links 
of the graph and the vertices are at the sites of the 
Potts lattice.
where c, l and m are as defined before. From (4.4), the sum of P 0, P x, ...» 
must be one, and hence the Pn are properly normalised probabilities.
We now generalise the method of Baxter (1982a) so th a t we can 
calculate a generating function for the Pn. That method converted the 
dichromatic polynomial problem to a six-vertex model via the known 
method (Baxter et aZ., 1976) of placing arrows on the edges of an associated 
medial lattice L' (see figure 1 of Baxter (1982a)). A device of Kelland (1975) 
was used to express the percolation probability in terms of this six-vertex 
model. It was shown that the expectation values of a function s(a) defined 
on an arrow spin' set {alf .., am) that lay on a row E  of edges from site 0 to 
the boundary site gives P as
P = (s(a))
?
(4.6)
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w here (s(a)) is given by (B39) and s(a) by (B38). We now generalise s(a) to 
s(a, (p) by
s(a,(p) = exp/- (p(a1 + ... + a  ]  <}>eC • (4.7)
We shall now argue th a t  the  expectation value of s(a,(p) gives a generating 
function for the  Pn.
As in  B ax te r (1982a) we use th e  re s u lt  th a t  th e  d ichrom atic  
polynom ial can be w ritten  as a sum  over polygon decom positions of L'. 
The six-vertex arrow s follow each o ther around these polygons. A weight 
e9 is given to a set of anticlockwise arrow s on each polygon and a weight 
e~9 for a clockwise set. We w rite the  expectation value of s(a,(p) as
<s(a,tj>)) = Z~es(a ’& II wei§h ts  7 (4.8)
a.c
w here a.c refers to arrow  configurations and  the  product is over all sites of 
L ' . We convert th is  sum  to one over polygon decompositions of L'. There is 
a one-to-one correspondence betw een polygon decom positions of L' and 
c lu ste r g raphs G on L  (B axter et al., 1976). We therefore can sp lit th is 
sum  into  a series of sum s over the  polygon decom positions of each of the 
Gn. We now exam ine these sum s separately.
E ach c luster of G is surrounded by a polygon, and  so is each circuit 
of G. H ere we shall ignore the  polygon su rround ing  th e  outside of the 
b o u n d a ry  c lu s te r  B : th u s  all polygons lie inside  B . W hen site  0 is 
connected to B  th e re  is no polygon su rround ing  it. We can th in k  of a 
circuit as a  'hole' su rrounded  by a cluster. T hus each polygon is e ither 
ex ternal or in te rna l to ju s t  one cluster.
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I f  one c luster surrounds site 0 the c luster will be B. Therefore two 
polygons w ill su rro u n d  site  0: one of th em  ex te rn a l to the  c lu ste r
containing 0, the  o ther in te rnal to B.
C onsidering  m ore and  m ore c luste rs  su rround ing  site  0, one sees 
th a t  each will contribute two polygons around site 0 as each cluster has its 
own in n e r  an d  o u te r  b oundary . G enera lly  for th e  c lu s te r  g raphs 
contain ing  n c lusters surrounding  site 0 there  will be 2n polygons around 
site 0.
In  add ition  to the  w eights e (e ) for an  anticlockw ise (clockwise) 
arrow  covering, each polygon P acquires a w eight e~^(e^) for a r ig h t­
po in ting  (left-poin ting) arrow  on an  edge of the  se t E. If  P does not 
su rround  0, i t  m u st cross E  an  equal num ber of tim es in  each direction, so 
the  to ta l ex tra  w eight is unity.
I f  i t  does su rround  0, th ere  will be a  n e t gain  of ju s t  one ex tra  edge 
w eight factor. Sum m ing over both  the  allowed arrow  configurations for 
each polygon, i t  follows th a t  a  polygon th a t  does not su rround  0 has a total 
w eight eG + e~e = 2 cosh 0, as before. However, i f  i t  does su rround  0, its 
w e ig h t becom es eG~^  + e = 2 cosh(0 — 0). T hus each  polygon 
su rro u n d in g  0 acqu ires an  e x tra  factor cosh(0-0)/cosh 0. Since each 
c lu s te r  su rro u n d in g  0 is  a sso c ia ted  w ith  two such  polygons, the  
nu m era to r in  (4.8) is the  dichrom atic polynom ial (4.4) b u t w ith  an  extra  
factor z = cosh2(0-0)/cosh2 0 for each c luster surrounding 0. From  (4.5) it 
im m ediately follows th a t
(m r-l)/2
(s(a,<p)>= X  ^ p n • <4*9)
n = 0
Let us define S m(z) = (s(a,(p)) so
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(mr-l)/2
Sm(z) = x  * Pn-
ft = 0
(4 1 0 )
§4.3 Calculation of the generating function
Baxter used corner transfer matrices to evaluate his (s(a)). We can 
do the same for (s(a,0)) by simply replacing Baxter's 9 + in 12 by 0 in (B45). 
We then obtain
9 9
(411)S J z)  = Tr SCAB)2/
where A and B are the matrices defined in Baxter (1982). Provided the 
self-dual condition (4.2) is satisfied, the same arguments as in §6 of Baxter 
(1982) yield (analogously to (B59))
. - 1
Sm(z) = X  exp(<jg(a) + Oh(a)) [X  exp(6h(a))) (4.12a)
M  [M J
where
and
m - 1
g(a) = -  £  a.
m -  2
(4.12b)
h(a) = -  Y  /a.a. , + (m -1 )  aJ 7+1 i
7=1
(4.12c)
and the summation is over all values (+ 1 and -  1, or simply + and -)  of the 
arrow spin set {« !,..., am_i) = {a}. (We have discarded the am dependence 
(B58), since this comes simply from the outer polygon of B and cancels out 
of (412).)
In the thermodynamic limit we have
S(z) = lim Sm(z) = lim (s(a, 0)) = V  •m —>oo m m —**> ft= 0
(413)
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We will now calculate S(z) and hence the generating function for Pn. 
Firstly let us define
x -  e~29 Ocj ccI (4.14a)
y = e_2<^ * (4.14b)
If we define R m_\(oc^ x, y) as
m~1 a./2 ja /*M l 2
R m_1 (am,x ,y )=  I n J;
M M
then it can be shown that
S(z) = lim R (-, x, y ) /R  (-, x, +J .m —>°° m—1 m—1
(4.15)
(4.16)
R m_i (awjc, y) satisfies the following recurrence relations:
R J -  x, y) = y-1' 2xm 72R m_1 (-> x, y) + y17 *, yj ,
(4.17a)
y) = r- x, y~l) (4.17b)
and
R q(+, x, y) = Ä0f-, x, y) = 1 . (4.17c)
Solving these recurrence relations lead us to
7 7 1 -1 ^ x - (m - l ) /2  m (m -l) /4 V 1 /  / /Ä x ,y )= y  x X  O'/®
>o
m - 1  
J
.(4.18)
Q =  X-2
where
n
j
Q
is the Gaussian coefficient defined (Andrews, 1976: p35) as
n
j
Q
jn
n -j +k
1 - Q
1 - Q
k
0 < j < n  ,
(4.19)
0 otherwise. (4.20)
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Therefore S(z) is given by
r
S(z) = j i m  y-^m-1),2Y
> 0
m- 1 m  - 1
j
Q= x~2
I *
- J
m - 1
j
V
Let t = y  /x  -  exp(2 0 — 2(p), then  the relationship
~n -j(n-j) ~n~
j -  Q _j
Q~l Q
m ay be used to obtain
S(z) = lim
m —^ >o
772 - 1
7
>0 J Q=x*
Q = x
Y
>
J
(4.21)
(4.22)
f \ n
V 1 / 2] -2j(m-l—j)
2 ,  x x
772-1
iJ=0
V
J
Q=x2 j
(4.23)
(From now on we take Q = x 2 = e-40.)
Let /n -  1 = 2p andy —p - k  (rem em bering th a t  m  is odd) so
p k„k2S(z) = lim Y  t Qp—>oo k = -p
2P
k + p
(
Q \
p b h2
X  f t '1/  Q
k = -p
2p
k + p
'S- l
QJ
(4.24)
Now since 0 < x < 1 then
k2
IQ! < 1 and  Q 0 as & ± co .
So th ese  sum s converge and  we m ay use th e  Jacobi tr ip le  p roduct 
(Goulden and Jackson, 1983; Andrews, 1976) and the  resu lt th a t  for IQ I < 1
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Um
n j  — *  « »
t
n + j
f t  a  -  qY
k=l
(4.25)
to give
S(z) = f t  / l  + Q2^ 1 (t + f 1) + QiJ~2][l + Q2j~ \x + x-1) + QAj~2]~1 .
(4.26)
Now as £ + £ 1 = qz — 2 = exp[2(0 — 0)] + exp [—2(0 — <p)] we have
{1 + expf- -  4)0](Az cosh2 0 -2 )  + exp/- (16/ -  8) 6]}
j= i  (1 + exp[-(8j -  4) Q](e29+ e~29) + exp/- (1 6j -  8) 6]}
(4.27)
This equation is the result analogous to equation (4.3) we have sought. 
From it we can obtain P 0, Plt P2 , by expanding and using (4.13). In 
particular, noting that M (T^  = P0 = S(0), we can readily verify (4.3).
§4.4 Explicit formulae
We can rewrite S(z) in terms of Jacobi theta functions (Abramowitz 
and Stegun, 1965; Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980) as
&Ju)
S(z) = - ± —  , (4.28)€>x(v)
where u is defined via z(u) = 2[cos(/rz//iiL ) + 1 ]/q and u by z(u) = 1 . The 
nome is Q = e-40 and K  is the quarter period. By performing a conjugate 
modulus transformation on S(z) it can be shown that
S(z) = exp[-(7r2nee)(uUO2- d l 4 ] 0 1(iv)l01(iv) , (4.29a) 
which has the product expansion
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S(z) = exp[- (!^!l6d)(ulK)1 2-  9/4]
X
OOn (1 + 2 exp/- (2j -1) 7?140] cosh(tc2u /4K0) + exp/- (4/ -2)71?/40]} (1 + exp/-  ("4/ -  2J n2/4Q]}
(4.29b)
The nome and quarter period of the theta functions in (4.29a) are Q 'and K \ 
respectively: the conjugate nome and quarter period of the theta functions 
in (4.28). They are related to Q and K  by
Q'= expf- 7ir2/ 40) = expf- jiK/KO Q = exp(- 40) = expf- kK'/K)
(4.30a)
and so
K'/K=4Q/n. (4.30b)
One can calculate P„ (0) via the rule
Pn(0)
cTs(z)
n!
2 = 0
(4.31)
In particular P0 = P = M(T$) is given by (4.3) and Plt P2 by
q f- l ) n+1 n2 expf- 4n20)
P,(Q)
1 1 + 2 Z°° f - 1) expf- 4nz0)2r\\ P 0(d )
(4.32)
P2(9)
(q2112) IT  f - 1 )n(n -1 )n2(n + 1) expf- 4n20)________71=1_____________________________________
1 + 2 Z°° (- i f  expf- 4n20)n=l
P0(9) .
(4.33)
and
§45 Behaviour of Pn ( 6) 
4.5.1 Large 0 behaviour
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B ax ter (1982a) showed th a t  P q(G) approaches 1 as G approaches 
By exam ining (4.27) one can see the leading behaviour of the  coefficients of 
z n (which are  th e  P n(0)). P n(0) behaves as exp[— 2 n (2 n -  1)0 ] as G 
becomes large. This is consistent w ith  equations (4.32) and  (4.33) where 
P i(6) behaves as e~29 and  P 2f0) as e~129 as G becomes large. So P n(0) 
(n>  1) goes to zero as 9 goes to infinity. This is expected as the sum  of the 
Pn(6) m ust be 1.
4.5.2 S m a ll 0 behaviour
B axter (1982a) also showed th a t  P0(G) tends to zero as 2 exp(— n /16G)
as G approaches zero. By exam ining (4.29) and  m aking series expansions
of the  term s one can see th a t  for G sm all and 0 < z < 1,
S(z) ~ 2 exp{ - ( jc2+ £ )/l6 G ]  cosh(nelSG) ? (4.34)
w here z  = sin2(f/2). E xpanding in  powers of z, i t  follows th a t  for a  given 
value of n (n > 0)
Pn ~ 2(nl4G?n expf- !\§Q) I(2ri)! (4.35)
as 0 —» 0. T hus each Pn tends to zero. (To verify th a t  th e ir  sum  rem ains 
u n ity  one needs to consider th e  lim it w hen  G —> 0 and  n —» <», nG 
re m a in in g  f in ite , for w hich  th e  fo rm u la  (4.35) does n o t apply: 
a lte rn a tiv e ly , an d  m ore easily, one can sim ply verify  th a t  (4.34) gives 
<S(1) = 1 when z  = 1 and  £  = 7T,)
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§4.6 The case T -> TjJ
Now let us consider the  case T  -» T j. As rem arked a t the  end of §4.1, 
th e re  is no longer an  infin ite  cluster, so i t  is no longer appropria te  to say 
th a t  the  centre site 0 is connected to the  infinite (or boundary) cluster.
However, one can still a sk  how m any finite c lusters su rro u n d  the
c lu ste r containing site 0. We can b reak  up the  g raphs G ' on the  lattice
/  /  /
in to  a series Q , G^, ..., defined as follows: is the set of g raphs where
ju s t n — 1 c lusters su rround  the  c lu ster containing site 0. Any graph  G
m u st be in  one of the  set G^ n = 1 ,2 , ..... We can define therefore i^, i^,
/  /  /  /  /
..., as the  probabilities th a t G eGn. If  G e  Q  then  on the m edial lattice L
th e re  a re  2n -  1 polygons surrounding site 0. We proceed in  a  sim ilar way
/
to th a t  of §§4.2 and  4.3 to calculate a genera ting  function for these  Pn. 
E quation  (4.9) becomes
w here S m(z) is defined by (4.12), only now the boundary condition requires 
us to take  the  lim it th rough  even  values of m . U sing the  resu lt (4.23), bu t 
tak ing  m  = 2p + 2, in  place of (4.24) we obtain
{sXa, <p))= £  zn~1/2 P'n . (4.36)
n = l
We still have
(4.37)
Q = x*
P + 1
I  (X-1)
*-1/2 (k-1/2)2 2P + 1
1 Q k + p
V
x (4.38)
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T aking the lim it term  by term , i t  follows th a t
1 / 9  (k—1/2)
S'(z) = zm ^ Q cosh/2(&-l !2)(0 -  <p)]
k=i
r v1
-  (k -n tf
Q cosh/2(ft-l / 2) 0]
\k=i j
(4.39)
T his expression is directly  re la ted  to the  ratio  of two H i  th e ta  functions 
and  by using  th e ir  product expansion we obtain  the  analogous re su lt to 
(4.27) as
~ /1+expf- 8j6)(4z cosh29-2) + expf- 16jO)J
S ( z ) = z \  -------------------------—----- —------------------------ . (4.40)
j= i A  + exp(S j0 )(e 2e+ e 26) + e x p f-16 /0)]
/
From  (4.40) we can calculate Pn(0). We see th a t  as 6 approaches 
infin ity , Pn(6) approaches exp[— (4n — 2)(n -  1)0 ] and  in  p a rticu la r
P \(0 ) -* 1 .
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Chapter Five
The Special Tem perley Lieb Interactions
(STLI) Model:
Free Energy and Order Param eter
§ 5.1 Definition and free energy
We now propose an interesting specific model of the TLI type. In 
choosing the model (or any specialization of the TLI model), the value of m 
and the set S of “possible” spin pairs are first chosen. We then have the 
comer weight functions at our disposal. (We will consider a homogeneous 
model.) Instead of completely specifying fab, gab, hab, and kab, we only 
need give Vab satisfying (3.19) and (3.20).
Let us choose the spins to assume the values 0, ..., m — 1, where m 
is an integer. We choose £> as
S  = ((ab) 3ab = 0} (5.1)
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so at least one of a and 6 must be zero. Then, by using (3.19) and (3.20) we 
find that
and that
^=<?~1/2' v » - * n . V6*0
qll2(q112-1) = (m-1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
Equations (5.1) - (5.3) define our specialized TLI model (STLI model). We 
note the freedom we still have in choosing the comer weight functions, as 
they must satisfy (3.14), (3.16), and (3.17), but are not explicitly given. Note 
that in this case Vab and q are determined once the structure parameters 
m and S are given. (This is not true for more general choices of S.)
The model belongs to the homogeneous 6V set, so must be critical for 
q < 4 (m < 3), and be at a first-order transition for q > 4 (m >3). The 
partition function per site Z1/N of the STLI model for x > 0 (the physical 
regime) is given by the six-vertex result (Baxter, 1982c) as
N  1 ln Z  = In
sinh X
sinhfJl -  u) + 2 X  e
n =  1
_2nX sinh nu sinhfA -  u) 
n cosh nX
(5.4a)
1/2for m > 3, where x = sinh zz/sinh(A — u), 4 cosh X = 1 + (4m — 3) with
X > 0 and 0 < u < X, and
N 1 ln Z = In
sinh n
sinh(jj. -  v) l +
oa
Icoshftr- 2ii) t sinhfM- v) t t sinh jut cosh fjt
(5.4b)
1 /9for m < 3, where x = sin v/sin(^i -  vj, 4 cosfi = l+(4m -  3) with 0 < jj. < ?r/2, 
and 0 < v< fj,. (We have applied the trivial restriction fab = gab = 1 to obtain 
these results.) In the next section we examine the order parameters for 
this model.
The CHH model is a special case, in which
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m ~ 2 > f ab ~ g a b ~ 1 ’ h db ~ k ab ~ cl (a' b>14' g - ^ 3  +  / 5 ;  .
(5.5)
Also th e  STLI model w ith  m  = 3 {q = 4) (e.g., f ab = g ab = 1, h ab = ,
h ob = 2-1/4, = 21/4, h QQ = 1) can be seen to be the  sam e as the  m agnetic
hard -squares model (Pearce, 1985) along its  line of essential singularities.
§5.2 Order in the STLI model (m > 3)
We know th a t  for m  > 3 our hom ogeneous STLI model is a t  first- 
o rder tra n s itio n  point. This im plies th a t  th e re  exists broken sym m etry  
w ith in  the  system  and hence order. We will now investigate  th is  order.
In  chap ter 3, w hen discussing the  equivalence of any TLI model to a 
six-vertex model, we fixed the  boundary  effects by considering any  bond 
g rap h  G to consist of an  in fin ite  boundary  c lu s te r w ith  fin ite  c lusters 
em bedded in  it. We now explore the  correlation betw een the  value of th is 
boundary  spin and a  spin  deep w ith in  the  lattice.
L et f ab be the  probability th a t a spin <j0 deep in  the lattice is equal to 
a , given th a t  th e  boundary  spin cr  ^ is equal to b. We define the  function
F(<?o, <yJ as
F (gq) gJ  = S((J0, a) 5(g^  b) . (5.6)
One im m ediately can see th a t
U -■<fr‘V cJ> (5.7)
and so from the form ulation of the TLI model as (3.4) we have
'^ab
5(g^  a) 5( g^  b) (face weights)
8(G^b) (face weights)
(5.8)?
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w here the  sum  is over all spins on the  la ttice  L. By using  the  polygon 
decom position form ulation (3.18) of the  TLI model, we have
I * i , *0*0) n ^
p.d. o  polygonsn v,
polygons
(5.9)
w here, as before, the  ou ter sum  is over polygon decompositions of LD , X  is 
the product of x  factors, the in n er sum  is over all spins except those in  the 
boundary  c luster, and  the  product is over all polygons of polygon w eights 
V cd (c and  d  a re  the  ex terio r and  in te rio r spin  values of th e  polygons 
u n d e r  co n sid era tio n ). We can sum  ou t a ll polygons excep t those  
su rround ing  <j0, as in  §5.4.2, to obtain
£  £  X q(p- l>/2 (V1).
f.
1 =  0 P. d.
X ^ '
p.d.
(5.10)
w here l is the  num ber of polygons surrounding <j0 and  the  s ta rred  sum  is 
restric ted  to those decompositions containing l polygons round cr0 .
The m atrix  V  can be diagonalized. Let {A*^  y=  0 ,1 , ..., m  — 1} be the  
complete se t of eigenvalues of V, and  let Y  be the m atrix  th a t  diagonalizes 
V\ thu s,
Y"1 V Y = V d (5.11)
w here (V<i)aß = ^ a8(a,ß). We can therefore show th a t
m  - 1  _1 9
L =  I  r  r ;  G(Xylq) , (5.12a)
y = 0
w here
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G(z) = £  2/ /2 'll (5.12b)
1 =  0 '
with Zli as
v, = I *  V /2/  I  V /2 ,  (5.12C)
p.A p.A
where the sum in (5.12b) runs through all even values of l  when <J0 and o u  
lie on the same sublattice, and through all odd values of l when <70 and c„
lie on different sublattices. This restriction on the sum (5.12b) results 
from the fact that if <70 and cu lie on the same sublattice, only an even 
number of polygons can lie between them and if cr0 and cr«*, lie on different 
sublattices, only an odd number of polygons can between them.
The task left is to calculate the If/, since Y  and Ay are known (V is
known). It can be seen from (5.12c) that 11 / is the probability that l 
polygons on LD surround a site cr0 deep in the lattice. We know that our 
STLI model is equivalent to a homogeneous 6V model on the lattice Lp by 
placing arrows on the polygons in the appropriate manner. We also know 
that the homogeneous 6V model is equivalent to the dichromatic
formulation of the self-dual Potts model. In chapter four we introduced
/
generalized percolation probabilities Pn and Pn and showed that Pn is the
probability that 2n polygons surround a central site on the Potts lattice
/
(which is a sublattice of L). Similarly, Pn is the probability that 2n -  1
polygons surround a central site. We can therefore identify
^  = and ^  =P'n (5.13)
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f
In  chap ter four we calculated P n and Pn using the  corner tran sfe r m atrix
/
m ethod: more precisely we found generating  functions for P n and Pn . We 
can im m ediately  deduce
r M  f  .np  f r  A + XiJ~%Z - 2 ) +  XSJ^ )G(Z) = 1  = II —----4-pr---------g-T-
n= 0 7 = 1 ( l + x J ( q -  2 ) + X' r^}
(5.14a)
w hen (Tq and  cr  ^ lie on the sam e sublattice, and
<% >- t  f l  ^ 4 ^ ^ #  (5.i4b)
n = 1 J=\ (1 + xAj(q - 2 )  + x Sj)
w hen cr0 and  cr  ^ lie on different sublattices, w here x  + x  1 - q  — 2, 0< * < 1, 
and q -  [2m - 1  + (4m -3 )1/2]/2.
We can now find f ab . W hen cr0 is deep inside the  lattice, f ab is
independent of the position of cj0 , except insofar it depends on the
1/2 1/2sublattice. U sing the  eigenvalues of V, calculated as q , 1 — q , and  0 (0
is m  — 2 times degenerate), we have
q + ( m - 1 )  G(zv)
fr00 q + m  - 1
1 -
<7 + m - 1
q[l -  G(z J ]  
q + m - 1
(5.15)
( m - 1 )  + q G (z ) + (m -  2)(q + m - 1) G(0) 
k u = --------------------------- . . .  ------------~ -------------------------- >
/„
(m - 1  )(q + m - 1 )
( m -  1) + qG(zl) - ( q  + m - 1 )  G(0) 
(m - 1  )(q + m - 1 )
w here 1 < a  < m — 1, 1 < b < m  -  1, a * b, and  z x -  (q 1/2 -  l ) 2 w ith  
q = [2m - 1  + (4m -  3)1/2]/2. From  now on we d istinguish  betw een the  two
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sublattice positions of <j0 relative to er« . W hen cr0 and er« lie on different 
sublattices we use j£b to denote f ab and G'(z) to denote G(z). O therw ise, we 
continue to use f ab and  G(z). Then, £ b is obtained from (5.15) by replacing
G(z) w ith  G '(z) [note G '(0) = 0].
From  f ab and  j£b various m easures of the  order of the  system  are 
available. For a d isordered system  we expect the  probability  (5.7) to be 
independent of the position cr0 relative to <7«. We also expect there  to be no
correlation betw een the  values of cr0 and cr  ^ and the sta tes 1 ,..., m — 1 to be
equivalent. Thus, in  th is  case there  should exist a  p a ram eter u such th a t  
/ ,  = / '  = 1 - ( m - 1 )u  i f  a = 0 .J ab J ab '
(5.16)
= u i f  a > 0 and  V b
So i f f ab and do not satisfy the  conditions (5.16), the model is in  a
sta te  of some order. For (5.16) to hold we m ust have
G(zx) = G(0) = GXzJ = 0 (5.17)
giving
u -  (q + m  - 1)
We can therefore use (5.17) as a te s t for disorder and use G(zi), G(0), 
and — G'(zx) [as G'(z^) is negative] as order param eters in stead  of f ab and
& ■
F rom  (5.14) we deduce th a t  G (z i) , G(0), a n d  -  G '(zi)  a re
m onotonically increasing  functions of m , obeying
0 <G(zl), G(0), -  G'(zx) < 1 (5.18)
and are all zero a t m -  3. So the m -  3 STLI model is disordered w ith
u = 1 /6  . (5.19)
For m > 3 the  models are ordered to some extent, w ith  the  values of G(z1),
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G(0), and  — G'(z^) all providing a m easure of th is order. At m = <» these 
functions achieve th e ir  m axim um  values of 1, and  so m axim um  order 
ex ists w here
/  = S(a,b)and / .  = lim  qT1/2V. (5.20)ab ■'ab q —>°° ba
for a, b = 0, m — 1; [Vfea defined by (5.2)]. This reflects the fact th a t  for 
m large all th e  spins on one sublattice (the one containing the  boundary 
spins) are  equal to <7 ,^ while the  o ther spins are independent, each spin <70
hav ing  a  w eight p roportional to V Gccta . F igure  5.1 d isplays all th ree  
functions over a range of values of m .
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
m
H G(0)
♦ G(zl) 
+ -G(zl)
Figure 5.1: Order Parameters G(0),G(zl),-G'(zl) over a range of m. 
(All three functions are 0 at m=3.)
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The STLI model has been defined for integer values of m and the 
order of the system has been discussed for m > 3. However, the functions 
G(z^), G(0), and — G'(z±) all can be defined for real m> 3. We are now able 
to examine the behaviour of the order parameters as m approaches 3 from 
above. The order parameter functions behave as
G(zx) ~ exp{-7r2/36/i'm-3J/3y1/2[ ;
GfOJ ~2expj-^/16/rm -3J/371/2} ; (5.21)
-  G Xzx) -  exp{-
as m approaches 3 from above (q —> 4+). [Note that G(z) depends on x, q, 
and zy where x and q are functions of m and if z = zl9 it then is a function 
of 77i.] Figure 5.2 shows these functions close to m = 3. We note that the 
asymptotic equations (5.21) are reasonably good approximations only for 
m £ 3.01 and so this behaviour does not show up in the values of the order 
functions at integer values of m.
We have a description of the order in the system via (5.6), (5.7), (5.14), 
and (5.15) for any STLI model with /7i > 3. The model with m = 3 is 
disordered; at values of m > 3 there is some order, with greater order in 
models with greater m\ and the model with m = <» has maximum order. 
We also have obtained asymptotic expressions (5.21) for the behaviour of 
this order for real m close to 3.
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Figure 5.2:The behavior of the order parameters near m=3.
(G{0) and -G'(zl) lie on the same curve within the resolution of this graph)
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Chapter Six
Surface Free Energy o f the Critical Six 
Vertex Model w ith Free Boundaries
§6.1 Introduction
The developm ent of a procedure to calculate finite size corrections to 
the  free energy of a lattice  spin system  and the re la ted  ground sta te  energy 
of a quan tum  spin chain has recently  received considerable a tten tion . The 
im petus for th is work h as  been the  connection betw een these  corrections 
and the  hypothesis of conformal invariance.
De V ega an d  W oynarovich  (1985) have g iven  a  m ethod  for 
calcu lating  the  leading  fin ite  size corrections for m odels soluble by the 
B ethe ansatz  in  the  non-critical region. In  p a rticu la r they  calculated the 
corrections to the  ground s ta te  of the XXZ chain and  the  six vertex model 
w ith periodic boundary conditions in  th is  region ( A  < — 1).
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The extension to the critical region ( \a I < 1) was explored by Hamer 
(1985), Avdeev and Dorfel (1986) and Hamer (1986) in the context of the XXZ 
chain. Woynarovich and Eckle (1987) have provided an elegant method for 
the critical region: this technique has been applied by Hamer et al. (1987) 
to the Potts and Askin-Teller quantum spin chains with both periodic and 
free boundaries and by de Vega and Karowski* (1987) to the six-vertex 
model with periodic boundary conditions.
Here we consider the six vertex model on the square lattice turned 
through 45°, with free boundary conditions. In fact we first allow the 
boundary weights to be arbitrary. This means that our model includes the 
regular square lattice Potts model with free boundaries (Baxter et al. 1976).
The model is explained and the Bethe ansatz equations are set up in 
a manner similar to Alcaraz et al. (1987) in §6.2. These are shown to give 
the known answer to the bulk free energy (Baxter, 1982c). The finite size 
corrections (for a lattice of infinite height but finite width) are calculated 
in §6.3. We use the method explained by Hamer et al. (1987). The surface 
free energy and conformal anomaly term are given in equation (6.106). In 
the light of conformal invariance we discuss the results in §6.4. A 
summary of this work is contained in §6.5.
§6.2 Bethe ansatz - six vertex model
Let us consider a six vertex model on a rotated M' xN' lattice (where 
M' »  N' » 1 )  as in figure 6.1. We place arrows on edges subject to the 
rule that at each site there be two arrows in and two out. There are then 
six internal configurations as in figure 6.2 with weights.
cov  . . . ,  co6 = l ,  1, b, b, c, c' (6.1)
*Karowski (1988) has extended this technique to calculate the scaling 
dimensions of models solvable by the Bethe ansatz and has considered the 
six vertex and Potts models with periodic boundary conditions.
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and  four ex ternal configurations w ith  w eights
CQy . . . ,  co10 =1 , d, e, 1 ; (6.2)
w here  we have norm alized  th e  w eights so th a t  a configuration  of all 
arrow s up has to ta l w eight 1. The partition  function Z is given by
Z =  X  X T  (weights) . (6.3)
configurations vertices
T here n a tu ra lly  exist two types of rows of vertices and  two types of 
rows of edges as in  figure 6.3. T his leads us to define two tra n s fe r  
m a tr ic e s  T x and  T 2. T x (T 2) is  th e  m a tr ix  of a ll th e  w eigh ts of 
configurations of a type 1 (2) row of vertices. The tran sfe r m atrices T 1 (T2) 
can be viewed as adding a  row of edges of types 2 (1) to the  lattice. The 
p a rtitio n  function can be w ritten  as
Ml
Z  = Tr(T 7y  2 _ (6.4)
(We choose periodic boundary  conditions on the  firs t and  la s t rows since it 
is the  free boundary  colum ns th a t  dom inate in  finite size corrections as M' 
»  N ' . We choose M ' to be even.)
N ’=5
1 2 3 4 5
1 
2
3
M ’=7
4
5
6 
7
Figure 6.1. A 7x5 lattice of the  ro tated  orientation.
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Let us now examine any particular configuration of the arrows on 
the lattice. We notice tha t if the configuration of one row contains a 
number n of down arrows on the 2N' = N edges then each row has n down 
arrows. This observation provides us with a good “quantum” number n for 
the m atrices T 1 and T 2 since they split into N + 1 diagonal blocks 
characterized by n.
We identify a state of a type 1 (or 2) row of edges by specifying the 
positions of the down arrows of the configuration
1 <xx <x2 < ... <xn <N  . (6.5)
Let x  = {xly ... , xn} and G (x) and F(x) be the components of vectors,
defined on a type 1 and type 2 row of edges respectively, having the property
AF(x) = ^  T  (x,y) G(y) (6.6a)
y
AQfx) = (x>y) £ (y) - (6‘6b)y
We deduce
A2 G = T „ T G  (6.7a)
^  2 1
and
A2 F = T  T„ F  (6.7b)
1 2 ' *
so G (F) is the eigenvector of the two-row transfer matrix T2 T-j^  (T^T^, and
A is the eigenvalue. It follows that the partition function is asymptotically
;  (6 .8)
2where A max is the largest eigenvalue of T1T2 .
We can consider the eigenvalue problem (6.7) for a particular n. We 
start by considering the equations (6.6) for n = 0, then n = 1, moving onto
an  = 2 and  th en  genera lising  to a rb itra ry  n as is the  u su a l procedure 
(B axter, 1982c; A lcaraz et al., 1987). We follow a no tation  sim ilar to 
Alcaraz et al. (1987).
6.2.1 The case n - 0  (No down arrows)
This case corresponds to a s ta te  w here all the  arrow s are  up in  a 
row. We have deliberately chosen the  w eights so th a t
AF  = G (6.9a)
a n d  AG = F  . (6.9b)
Hence
A  = ± 1 so F =  ± G . (6.10)
6.2.2 The case n -  1 (One down arrow)
The tran sfe r m atrix  equations (6.6) become
A F (x) = £  T l (x ,x j G(xO ,  (6.11a)
A G (x)  = X  T 2 (x’x0 , (6.11h)
X '
w here F  (x) [G(x)] is th e  elem ent of F  [G] for one down arrow  in  the  x
position along the  row.
Explicitly
AF(x) = cG(x) + bCKx+l) , x  = 2 , . (6.12a)
A F frj = ö G ft- i ;  + c 'G f^  , ä = 3, . . . , N - 1 . (6.12b)
A G(x) = + b F(x+1) , x  = 1 ,  . (6.12c)
(6.12d)
(6.13a)
(6.13b)
an d  A G(x) = bF (x-l)  + cT(x) , x  = 2, . . . ,  N  ,
w ith  the  boundary conditions
A F a )  = dG (l) ,
A F (N ) = eG(N) ,
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w here N is the  num ber of edges in  a row of the lattice.
We now choose an  ansatz  for F(x) and G(x). We notice th a t there 
are  different equations for odd and even x. F irs t look for a solution
F(x) = f ( X y k )  ; (6.14a)
G(x) = g(x,k) ; (6.14b)
r
v
8II (6.14c)
w here
f(x,k) = A e(k) elkx, x even , (6.15a)
f(x,k) = A Q(k) elkx , x odd , (6.15b)
g ( X y k )  = Be(k) elkx, x even , (6.15c)
an d g(x,k) = B0(k) elkx , x odd . (6.15d)
S ubstitu ting  th is ansatz , into (6.12) we obtain
X(k) A e(k) = cBe(k) + bB0(k) eik , (6.16a)
X(k) A a(k) = bBe(k) e*k + c B Jk)  ; (6.16b)
X(k) B0(k) = cAa(k) + bAe(k(6.16c)
X(k) Be(k) = bA0(k) e~ik + c. (6.16d)
We can now elim inate B0(k) and  Be(k) to find
X2(k) -  c c '-  be2lk A e(k) -  2bc cosk A 0(k) ? (6.17a)
??(k) -  c c '-  be~2lk^ jA0(k) = 2 6 c / c o s / j A e(k) ? (6.17b)
and finally elim inate the  ratio  A Q(k) / Ae(k) to obtain
X (k) -  cc' -  be2lk\ X (k) -  c c '-  be 2lA = 4 b cc'cos2k. (6.18)
We notice th a t  (6.18) is in v a rian t under the  transfo rm ation  k -k  .
This im plies th a t  the  tr ia l solution (6.14) under the  transform ation  k —» -k
2
also gives the sam e value of A .
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We notice also th a t  the ratio  A 0(k)/A e(k) plays an  im portan t role in 
these  equations so we define
r(k) f(x+1, k) f(x,k) x odd 7
A /k )  eik 
A 0(k)
(6.19)
a n d
, f(x+1, k)t(k) = — — , s  even ,f(x,k)
A 0(k) eik 
A e(k)
(6 .20)
Now using (6.19) and (6.20) we w rite (6.17) as
ct(k) e~*A ? (6.21a)
= c'r(k) e~*k m (6.21b)
B u t b o th  th e se  e q u a tio n s  a re  n e c e ssa r ily  in v a r ia n t  u n d e r  th e  
transfo rm ation  k —> -k  so
c'r(k) e~ih = ct(-k) eik (6.22a)
an d c t(k) e~lk = c'r(-k) elk . (6.22b)
From  the definitions (6.19) and (6.20) we know
r(k) t(k) = e2ik / (6.23)
so (6.22) gives
t(k) t(-k) -  \r(k) r(-k)J =c'lc . (6.24)
-  cc’~ 62 e2ik 
26cos/j
)?(k) -  c c '- b 2 e~2lk 
26cos^
Using (6.21) and (6.23) we can show th a t
m  = b + c'rZ  ■c + b r(k) (6.25)
Also using  (6.21) and (6.23) we have
X2(k) = cc'+ be t(k) + —777] + b2r(k) t(k) .r(k))
(6.26)
O ur tria l solution (6.14) has not only succeeded and given us X(k) as 
(6.26) b u t led us to a new  solution via a transfo rm ation  k  —> - k  on (6.14) 
because X(k) = X(-k). Hence any linear com bination of these two solutions 
is a solution of (6.12). We try  a  linear combination of these solutions as our 
an sa tz , a ttem pting  to choose coefficients to satisfy the  boundary conditions
(6.13):
F(x) = A(k) f(x,k) -  A (-k ) f(x ,-k) , (6.27a)
G(x) = A(k) g(x,k) -  A (-k) g (x,-k) . (6.27b)
This an sa tz  now autom atically  satisfies (6.12). We w an t to choose k 
and  A (-k )/A (k )  to satisfy (6.13).
We extend the  definitions of our ansatz  F(x) to x  = 0 and  x  = N + 1,
correspondingly extending (6.12):
AF(0) = cG(0) + bG(l) ; (6.28a)
AF(1) = bCXty+c'GQ) , (6.28b)
A F(N) = cG(N) + bG(N+1) (6.28c)
A F(N + 1;= bG(N) + c'G(N+1) . (6.28d)
We th en  combine (6.28) w ith  (6.13), e lim inating  G(0), G (l), G(N) and 
G(N+1) to give
Fro; + 5F(l) = 0 (6.29a)
a n d
F(N+1) + S'F(N) = 0 , (6.29b)
w here
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(6.30a)
(6.30b)
The equations (6.29) are equivalent to the original boundary conditions 
(6.13) in the sense that if they and (6.28) are satisfied then so is (6.13). We 
now substitute our ansatz into (6.29) to find
a(k) A(k) -  a(-k) A(-k) = 0 (6.31a)
and
ß(k) A(k) -  ß(-k) A(-k) = 0 , (6.31b)
where
a(k) = 1 + 5t(k) , n_ (6.32a)
ß(k) = [t(k) + S \r(k) t(k ) f  . (6.32b)
We note th a t (6.31b) is satisfied if A(k) satisfies the functional 
relation
A(k) = ß(-k) Vk , (6.33)
(which of course implies A(-k) = ß(k) ). 
Then (6.31a) gives
a(k) ß(-k) 
a(-k) ß(k) (6.34)
which is the Bethe ansatz equation for the n = 1 case. This equation can 
now, in principle, be used to solve for k. Hence (6.33) and (6.34) completely 
specify our ansatz (6.27) (up to a multiplicative factor). The Bethe ansatz 
equation (6.34) is of the form
T](k)zw  = 1 , (6.35a)
where
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z -  e~lk and Tj(k) =
hence we can find N distinct solutions for k (and also for — k) and so we
p
have N eigenvalues A (k) for the N x N matrix Tx T2. We therefore have in 
(6.34) a complete solution for the eigenvalue problem (6.7).
6.2.3 The case n -  2 (Two down arrows)
The transfer matrix equations (6.6) become
AF(xv  ^  TSxv  x3; x ' , x ')G (x1, x j  } (6.36a)
AG(xv x ^  ^  T jx y  x2; x ', x£\F  (x^ x ^  , (6.36b)
<*M
where F(xi,x<£ [G(xj,x2)] is the component of F[G] for two down arrows in 
the positions x2 and x2 with x1 <x2. These are explicitly
AF(XyX'J = 62G6c +1, *2+V + bcG(x ,x +1) + bcG(x1+1, x ^  + c2G (x^x^  
when x and x2 are even, (6.37a)
AF(x1,x2) = b2G(:cx+l, *2- V  + bcG(xlfx2- l )  + bc'G(xx+1, x ^  + cc'GCx^x^ 
when xx is even and x2 is odd, (6.37b)
AF(x1,x2) = b2G(:c ^ l ,  jc2+U + öc'Gfr^ *2+U + bcG(x1~1, jc^  + cc'Gte^*^
when is odd and *2 is even (6.37c)
AF(xx,x ^  = 62Gfr1- l ,  x 2- l )  + bc'G(xltx2- 1) + bc'G(x1~ l ,x j  + c 2G(xx,x ^  
when x and x2 are odd, (6.37d)
A G fx^x^  = b2F(xx- 1, *2-U  + bcF(xv  x2~l) + bcF(x1~ l, x ^  + c 2F(xv x ^  
when x and x2 are even, (6.38a)
AG(xx,x ^  = b2F(x1- l ,  x 2+l) + bcF(xltx2+\) + bcF(x1~ 1,
when is even and x2 is odd, (6.38b)
1+St(k)
1 +t(k)/5'
1 +t(-k)/8' 
l+St(-k) (6.35b)
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AGCx^xJ = b2F(xx+1, x2~l) + bcF(x1,x2~ 1) + bcF(x1+ 1,
when * is odd and x is even, (6.38c)
AG(x1,x <2) = b2F(Xl+l, x2+l) + bcF(xl,x2+l) + bcF(x1+1 , + c2F(xlfx^
when x and x2 are odd, (6.38d)
and on the boundaries we have
AF(l,Xl) = d J c G d ,^  + bG(l,x2+ ljj when *2 is even, (6.39a) 
AF(l,x^ = d\c'G(lfx^  + ö G d ^ - l j j  when ^2 is odd, (6.39b)
AF(x1N) = ^cGCXyN) + ÖGd1+l ,  iWj when x1 is even, (6.39c) 
AF(x^N) = e^c'Gfx^ N) + &G fc^-l, iWj when x1 is odd. (6.39d)
We also have the meeting conditions
AF(x ,x +1) = G(xlf xx+l) when x^  is even (6.40a)
and
AG(x^ x ^ l )  = F(x , x ^ l)  when x^  is odd . (6.40b)
Using (6.37) and (6.38), we can write (6.40) as
b2F(x1+l, x^  + bcF(x1,x2) + bcF(x1+ 1, x+ l)+  (cc-l) Ffx^x+l) = 0 
when x1 is odd ? (6.41a)
b2G(x1+l,x1) + bcGCx^xJ + bc'G(x1+l, x ^ l )  + (cc-l) G(x1,x1+1) = 0 
when x1 is even. (6.41b)
We now choose our ansatz guided by the n = 1 case and (6.20) of 
Alcaraz et al. (1987) as
F(xi ’x 2? = Y .A(kik2> f (xVk i} f(x* k2> 7 (6.42a)
p
G(x1,x2)=  Y, A(kv k^ gfx^kj  g(x^k^ j (6.42b)
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w here f(x,k) and  g(x,k) are the  ‘single-particle wave functions’ defined in  
(6.15), the  sum  extends over all perm utations and negations of the k ' s and 
£P changes sign on each ‘m u ta tion ’. Thus th e re  are  2! x 22 = 8 term s in 
each P-sum  in  (6.42).
Now (6.37) and (6.38) are  au tom atica lly  satisfied  by each of the 8 
term s of the  sum, provided only th a t
A  = m x)  . (6.43)
As w ith  the  n = 1 case, we can sim plify the  boundary  conditions 
(6.39) by extending (6.42) to x x = 0, x 2 = 0, Xi = N + 1 and x 2 = N + 1. Using 
(6.37) and  (6.38), the boundary conditions (6.39) simplify to
F (0 ,x^  + , x j  = 0 Vx2 , (6.44a)
F(xv  N + l) + 8'F(xv  N) = 0 Vx1 . (6.44b)
U sing our ansatz  in  (6.44) we have
a ( k j  A (k l ,k 2) -  a ( -k x) A ( -k v k ^  = 0 (6.45a);
A (k v k J  -  ß ( - k ^  A (k 1, - k 2) = 0 (6.45b)
As well as (6.45a) and (6.45b) there  are 3 other equations for each, obtained
from these by e ither a  negation of k 2 (6.45a) or k i  (6.45b), or a perm utation
of k x and  k 2, or both. We thus have 8 equations.
We now substitu te  our ansatz , into the  m eeting condition (6.40a) to
obtain
8(kv k J  A (k v k j  -  s f k ^ k j  A (k 2>k 1) = 0 , (6.46)
w here
S(W  -  1 + C r1 + CCbcl  r2 + C r i r 2 (6.47)
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Again, 3 o ther equations can be found by negating k x, k 2 or both. Equation 
(6.40b) is now autom atically  satisfied.
By using (6.46), (6.45b) and (6.45a) to successively express ACk^k^) in 
te rm s of A ( k 2, k 1), A (k 2>- k l), A ( - k 1, k 2) and  A ( k 1, k 2) y we ob tain  the  
com patibility condition
a (-k 1) ß ( k 1) B ( -k v k ^
a(kx) ß t - k j  = B (kv k J  ’ (6'48)
w here
B(k,kO = s (k ,k )  s ( k '- k ) (6.49)
As th e re  a re  8 functions th a t  can be ob tained  from  A (k^yk<2)  by 
m u ta tions, we have 8 com patibility conditions. However, because s(k ,k)  
has the  property
r ( -k x) s ( - k v -  ky) = r ( k ^  , (6.50)
and  both sides of (6.48) are  of the form
y(kx)
y ( T J  ’
(6.51)
(6.48) is in v a ria n t u n d er negations so we only ob tain  one new equation
th rough  perm uta tion , nam ely
a ( - k j  ß(k2) B ( - k ^ k Y)
a(k J  f r - k  j  = B (k2,k 1)
(6.52)
T herefore  we have 2 equations for th e  2 unknow ns and k 2 so, in  
principle, we can solve for them . Then A (k1,k 2)  is given, for all k ly k 2, by
A(kr kJ
ß ( -k x) ßC-kJ B ( - k v k ^
(6.53)
and  all the  requ irem ents (6.45) and (6.46) are fulfilled. The equation (6.48) 
and (6.52) are the Bethe ansatz  equations for th is n -  2 case.
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6.2.4 General n
The n  = 2 case resu lts can be generalised to a rb itra ry  values of n .
The ansatz  becomes
F(xv  . . . ,  x j  = ^  £P A (k v  . . . ,  k J  f(xv k x) ... fC x^kJ  (6.54a)
a n d
G(xr  ... = ^  £p ACkx, . . . ,  k j g ( x lfk x) ... g t x ^ k j  ; (6.54b)
w here  f(x ,k )  and  g(x,k)  a re  the  single partic le  wave functions, th e  sum  
ex tends over all negations and  perm uta tions of the  k  '  s and  £P changes 
sign a t  each m utation.
E ach  term  in  (6.54) will au tom atically  satisfy the  ‘free’ equations of 
the  general eigenvalue problem  (6.6). The ansatz  (6.54) therefore yields the 
e igenvalue
A = XCkx) . . .  X (kJ  . (6.55)
The substitu tion  of our ansatz  into the  boundary conditions will give 
a(kx) A (k x, ... , k j  -  a (-k x) A ( -k x, k ^  ... , k J  = 0 (6.56a)
a n d
ß ( k j  A (k v  . . . , k j -  ßC-kJ A (k v  . . . ,  k n l , - k j  = 0 . (6.56b)
The ‘m eeting’ conditions give
s(kf k.+1) A ( . . . , kf  kJ+1, . . . ) -  s(kJ+1, k j)A (... , k .+1, kf  ...) = 0 .
(6.57)
A gain o ther equations are  found from these  by appropria te  negations and
p e rm u ta tio n s . Im p o rta n tly , th e  conditions (6.56b) an d  (6.57) are
autom atically  satisfied by
n B C - k . k )
A( k l , , k J  = f j ß f - k j  77 . (6.58)
7=1 1 <j<e <n Q
We th en  see th a t (6.56a) is satisfied provided
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(6.59)
a t-k j ß(kj) n B(-kf k4)
dk}p(-k}= n B(kf ke)
*j
The n compatibility conditions are the Bethe ansatz equations for 
general n. In principle, they can be used to solve for the n unknowns ky 
Then (6.58) will give the coefficients A(k1, ... , kv). Again it is due to the 
special properties of the functions in these equations that we have n 
equations and not 2nn ! as one might expect from the number of functions 
A(ki , , kn) produced by mutation.
6.2.5 Special case (including Potts Model)
A significant feature of the equations (6.59) is that the left-hand side 
simplifies if the condition
68'= 1 (6.60)
holds. The Bethe ansatz equations then become
i2Nk n B (-k?k )
~ J I i B(kfk . )  ’ j  = 1.......n ’ (6'61)
Up until now we have considered the six-vertex model on a lattice of 
rotated orientation with general boundary weights. But Baxter et al. (1976) 
derived an equivalence between the q-state Potts model on a square lattice 
L of standard orientation and a staggered six vertex model on the medial 
lattice L'. The partition function is
ho*. =  « s ? sj)+l X  *sfsA  , ( 6 -6 2 >
S [ <ij> <j,k> j  7
where K and L are the interaction coefficients in the horizontal and 
vertical directions, the Potts spins S , ... , each take on the values
2
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If , Qy the <ij> sum is over all horizontal edges of L and the <j,k> sum is 
over all vertical edges. Furthermore, the condition
(eK- 1) (eL- 1 ) = q (6.63)
for self-duality of the model is applied.
The first relevant feature of the equivalence established by Baxter et 
al. (1976) is that the corresponding medial lattice C  is in the rotated 
orientation and of size M' x N' (see Figure 7 of Baxter et al. 1976). 
Secondly, the internal weights of the six-vertex model, equivalent to this 
Potts model, are
©j, . . . ,  ög s  1, 1, x, x, f 1 + xt, t + x f 1 ? (6.64)
where
x = (eP-l) q~1/2 = q1/2 K ^ - l )  (6.65a)
and
£2 + f 2 = q1/2 . (6.65b)
Lastly, we take the boundary conditions on the Potts model to be
‘free’. The external weights of the equivalent six-vertex model are
cor  . . . ,  ä>10 s i ,  ty t \  1 . (6.66)
Now, making the correspondences
— l  — l  — lb = x, c = t + x t , c ' = t  + xt , d - t , e - t  , (6.67)
the six-vertex model equivalent to this self-dual q-state Potts model with 
free boundaries is a special case of our six-vertex model.
The partition functions are related via
ZPotts=<f,2* P Zev 7 ( 6 - 6 8 )
where Z6y is the partition function defined by (6.3) for our model and
P  =  M'x N'.
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But now we notice
(6.69)
so tha t condition (6.60) is satisfied. Therefore the simplified Bethe ansatz 
equations (6.61) apply to the self-dual q-state Potts model model with free 
boundary conditions.
In the next sections we consider the Bethe ansatz equations in the 
form (6.61) and in the critical region of the model. Hence our calculations 
apply to the above Potts model for q < 4.
6.2.6 Thermodynamic lim it (critical region)
We consider the ‘general n’ equations with the condition (6.60). We 
use a parametric substitution for the internal weights as follows
a: b: c: c ' = 1:
sint; eT sinß  e hin/j. , 0 < JJ.< 7U, \v\<flsin(fi- v) ' sin(ß-v)  * sin(ß-v)
(6.70)
We can define the familiar A = — cosfi so | A I < 1, which places the system
in its critical region. Making the transformation
T sin ((ji-v) / 2 + ia) 
r e sin((/j.-v) 12 -  ia)
(6.71)
and
- T  s i n ((n+v)/2 + ia ) 
6 sin((g+v)/2-ia)
(6.72)
we can show that
s(kj , k j )  sin (n-i(ccj- a£ ))
(6.73)
so the Bethe ansatz equations are from (6.59)
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sin^(ß-v) /2  + ioCjj sin \(ß+v) /2  + ia . 
sinjY/x-^ / 2 -  ia.j sin  jY/x+i;J / 2 -  ic .^j
JV
* =1
sin| j  ß + i  (oCj-  a i  Jj sin \ß +  i(<Xj+ a (
sin|\ ß -  i ( o t j -  ^  sin  j\ ß -  i(ccj  +  a t , j  =  1 ,  . . . ,  71
(6.74)
We notice  t h a t  th e se  exp ress io n s defin ing  th e  roo ts ccj are 
in d ep en d en t of t , d  and  e, so th a t  these  ‘wave num ber’ variab les (Xj
depend only on th e  in te rn a l variab les ß  and  v (i.e. only on the  vertex 
w eights b and the  product cc').
We now follow the  procedure in  B ax ter (1982c), G audin  (1983) and
H am er et al. (1987). Defining
(p(a,fj.) = 2 tan -1 [cot ß  tan h a ] ,
-  i In
sinh  (iß + a) 
s in h  (iß - a) (6.75)
and tak ing  the  logarithm  of (6.74) we have the  B ethe ansatz  equations as 
N^ftocj, (ß -v)l 2) + (p((Xj, (ß+v)/2)] = 2 kL
n
+  2_!  [ <PCo‘j -  a {  > ß )  +<K<Xj+ > ß )  ]
t = i
*J (6.76)
w here the  7j a re  in tegers.
The m axim um  eigenvalue for given n has
I j = j ,  7 = 1 n (6.77)
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(G audin, 1971, 1983). The value of n th a t  produces the largest eigenvalue 
is n = N / 2. We th en  m u st solve (6.76) for these  conditions if  we w ant the 
p a rtitio n  function for large N.
As in  de Vega and W oynarovich (1985) we define
'
4a’~2~L \ +  <P
ß + V
4 =~n
(6.78)
so th a t
Z j / aJ  ~ I j / N  > (6.79)
m aking  the  roots uniform ly sp read  in  th e  variab le  Z as poin ted  out by 
H am er et al.(1987).
We denote
d Z ^ a )
(6.80)
In  tak ing  the  therm odynam ic lim it (N  -+ oo) the roots <Xj form a continuous 
d is trib u tio n  w ith  density  N p ^ (a )  and  the  sum s become in teg rals. We 
conclude th a t
p j a )  = -^-{(pXa, (fi-v)/2) + <j>'(a, (p+v)!2)]
oo
2- p l ß ) V ( a - ß > P )  • (6.81)
w here
ooJ P i ß ) (6.82)
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In Appendix A we solve (6.81) by Fourier transforms to obtain
2 cos^ 7W^
pjcc) A
cosh
f  \nor
cosh ( 2na
(
+COS
7W
P
(6.83)
This is clearly different from the result for the Bethe ansatz equations of 
the six-vertex model on a lattice of standard orientation.
6.2.7 Free energy ( IA I < I)
The free energy is given by
f=mrlnZ
and so asymptotically cam be given as
f= -  kT In A2J^x
(6.84)
(6.85)
Now
l;max = f l  V « * }  
>1
where
Y ( a )
sin)n^i(p+v)/2 -  a] sinh[zf/i+z;J/2 + a 
sinbiii(fi-v)/2 -  a] sin\^i(ß-v)/2 + a]
This can be seen to be true if we rewrite (6.26) using (6.25) as
x2(k) = [c'r(k) + 6) r(k) + b
then use (6.55) and (6.71). 
Hence
fN = - w i lnV(aJ)
j=1
(6 .86)
(6.87)
(6 .88)
(6.89)
In the thermodynamic limit we have
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/ L = - ä t J ln y/ (a) p Ja ) da (6.90)
o
In  Appendix C we also solve (6.90) to find the known resu lt (Baxter, 1982c)
§ 6.3 F inite size corrections
In  th is  section  we tak e  th e  B ethe  a n sa tz  eq u atio n s an d  our 
expressions for th e  free energy and , using  the  techn ique described in  
H am er et al. (1987), calculate th e  surface free energy as the  firs t order 
correction to th e  bu lk  lim it. We find the  second order correction which 
gives us the  conformal anomaly.
We begin by w riting  the  expressions for the  density  of roots and  the 
free energy for finite N, using the  definitions (6.80) and (6.89), as
f . - t r j
?  sinhf2i>yj sinh \(K-}i)y\dy
(6.91)
2y sinhfay,) cosh(fiy)
pJa)=h L  V '  \
V  + ^ 1 , 1
2 JJ 2 tzN [<p'(2a,ß) + 0 Xa,ßj\
n
(6.92)
an d
;  (6.93)
w here
sinh  [i ((jd+v)/ 2) -  a]
s inh  [i ((fJr-u)/ 2) + a j£(a) = In (6.94)
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Following de Vega and Woynarovich (1985) and Hamer et al. (1987) we find 
expressions for the finite size corrections in Appendix D. These are
f* p ( a - n S(ß-at ) - p N (ß)J *
4 = -n
7ZN
pJcc) +p(a)
(6.95)
w here
-I r  s i n r q  (
P ( a ) = 2 I - ^ 7 - ^ J sin h  (K-
h[f;r-2p:J jc/2j e iax dx
Ui 7t-2p)x/2\ + s in h [fe /2 )
(6.96)
and
oa
P2(a) =  J sinh[f^-2^) jc/ 4] c o s h f e /4) e-10* dx 
sinh|Y;r-2^ x/2\  + s in h to /2 )
(6.97)
for the root density, and
\ fN  f* o oJ F(ß)
n  °y
J= -n
M + 1 r W)i j  ^ - [ p 2(ß)+p(ß j \dß  ^ (6.98)
where
Fr«; = 1 ( a ) - J  ^ - p ( ß - a ) d ß (6.99)
for the free energy. We evaluate Ffo) via Fourier transforms in Appendix 
D to give
coshfk  a/p) + sinfnv / 2p)
f ( a )  =
coshf7ra/jü,) -  sinf tw /  2p) (6 .100)
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w here FE(a) denotes the  even p a rt of F(a).
To evaluate (6.95) and (6.98) W oynarovich and Eckle(1987) introduced 
the  Euler-M aclaurin  form ula which sta tes (H am er et a l ., 1987) th a t if
n
8 (a -aj) - p N(a) (6.101)
j = ~ n
th e n
ooJ g ( a ) S J .a) d a  ® — - A \OOMd a  + d a
J
V “
J
a
g(a) p ^ tx )
+ - ^ [ g (A) + g ( -A ) ] + ------ ^ ------- \g ’(A) -  g '(-A )
2A?pJA )
(6.102)
for an  a rb itra ry  function g(a) analy tic  in  [—A,A], w here A is the largest 
root, determ ined by
V A; = N = 2 ' (6'103)
Applying (6.102) to (6.95) and  (6.98) we have for the  root density
C Pn (P} 1p ^ a ) - p j a )  = J — —  p (a -ß )d ß
A
p '(a -A ) 
12 xFp^A)
+ 1
7lN
p 2(a) + p(a)j
+ te rm s sm aller in  N  , (6.104)
and  for the  free energy
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kT - 2 \ F( ß ) pJß) dß  + ^  +
f t  A)
e r fp jA )
m
N + J ^ ( . P2(ß) + P(ß)\dß . (6.105)
It can be seen that (6.104) is an integral equation of the Wiener-Hopf 
type and can be treated in a similar way to Hamer et al. (1987). The result 
can then been used in (6.105) to obtain
fN f<*
kT
N
x
r
*{ In
l
sin((iA+v) / 2) 
sin ((ß-u)/2)
oc
- J 2sinh(VyJ sinh\(x-2ß)y/2} cosh[Or-/4)y/2] cosh(fiylty y  sinhr^yj cosh(jjy)
1
dy\
J
+ h Z i l_ J L tan
N 2 I
f 7W' \  ep2
w n(n-ii)'JJ
(6.106)
Full details of this derivation are given in Appendix E.
This formula provides the finite size corrections to the free energy of 
our model up to second order. This result is discussed in the next section.
§6.4 Conformal invariance
In two dimensions the group of conformal transformations is of 
infinite dimensionality. Conformal invariance (for a review see Cardy, 
1987) has been hypothesised to hold in critical statistical mechanics lattice 
systems and critical quantum spin chains. Conformal invariance 
therefore provides large restrictions on the form of these mathematical 
models in two dimensions.
I l l
I t  h as  been show n th a t  conform al invariance  (Blöte et al., 1986; 
Affleck, 1986) p redicts the  form of the  finite-size corrections to the  free 
energy:
^  + 0 ( N (^ 6 1 0 7 )
for free boundary  conditions w here s i s  the  surface free energy, c is the
conform al anom aly  w hich governs th e  critical exponents of the  system
and  f  is a scale factor independent of boundary conditions.
We can im m ediately identify  the  surface free energy from (6.106) as 
_ i_ sm((ß+v)!2)
S°° 2 71 sin((fi-u) / 2)
T s inh fvy) sinhjYn-2fi)y\^ cosh[f7t-ji)y2j cosh(fiy/ 2) dy
y  sinh(Tty) cosh(ßy) (6.108)
The conform al anom aly  can be ex trac ted  in  com parison w ith  previous 
resu lts  (H am er et al., 1987) as
c
This leaves the  scale factor as
, 6 ^
k (k -}i )
77 ta n f 7W'2 w
(6.109)
(6 .110)
(rem em bering 2N' = N) .
For a la ttice  w ith  th e  s tan d ard  o rien tation  de Vega and Karowski
(1987) obtain
Cn = sin (6 .111)
T his difference can be explained using  conform al invariance  (Kim 
and  Pearce, 1987). C ardy  (1987) exp lains th a t  conform al invariance
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implies scale, translational and rotational invariances. N either the 
system of de Vega and Karowski (1987) nor our system are rotationally 
invariant (unless u = jj/2). This problem disappears if we shear the lattice 
to effectively rescale in one direction, so obtaining rotational invariance. 
This involves the ‘isotropy angle’ 0 (Kim and Pearce, 1987) as a ‘natural’ 
shear angle. After shearing by this angle the two systems should be 
equivalent.
The scale factor in each case can be calculated by taking the ratio of 
the two perpendicular single lattice face distances tha t are relevant to the 
orientation of the system in question. One is in the direction in which the 
transfer m atrix acts and the other is parallel to the row on which the 
transfer matrix acts (Figure 6.4). Therefore we have
We use 9 = -jj- in calculating these ratios and this gives us the two scale
Hence, even though f  is independent of boundary conditions, it  is
& (6.112a)
and
(6.112b)
factors
dependent on the orientation of the lattice (i.e. how one chooses the 
transfer matrix). Our scale factor Q  is then explained using the
rotational invariance needed for the conformal theory to hold.
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§6.5 Summary
We have w ritten  down the  B ethe ansatz  equation (6.74) for a six- 
vertex  m odel on a  la ttice  of ro ta ted  o rien ta tion  w ith  general boundary  
w eights, and  ob tained  the  large-N  solution. The equations sim plify if 
(6.60) is imposed on the  boundary weights, and  th is case is of in te res t as it 
includes the P o tts model w ith free boundaries, w hen the  boundary weights 
a re  given by (6.66). We have th en  calculated  the  finite-size corrections 
(6.106) to the  free energy. In  particu lar, these give the  surface free energy 
(6.108), the  conform al anom aly (6.109) and scale factor z (6.110). This 
scale factor z differs from  th a t  of a  non-ro tated  lattice: i t  is explained 
using  a geom etric a rg u m en t assum ing  conformal invariance.
Appendices
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Appendix A. Proof that Temperley-Lieb relations hold in the TLI model
We show in this appendix that conditions (3.11a), (3.11b) are required 
to hold if Uj of Eq. (3.9) is to satisfy the Temperley-Lieb relations (3.2). First
we impose (3.2a), i.e., Uj Q1/2 UjJ 1
S(<J , a )h , <yka ,
> i  ~j  > 1  n  j + 1  j + i j  ° / + i  j  j - 1  j + 1
x Yi n °? . (a d
i * j
We sum over <7^ i * j:
X*o .  , cr c^r. , or (^7. , or <^r. err 7+1 J  7+1 7 7+1 7 7+1 -7 V [ S(cr.or)i * j
V U  X  K, < A ., «■' rT 7+1 i  7+1 J
(A.2)
1 /9which must equal q (Upcro" if (3.2a) is to be satisfied. Therefore
X habkab = J
b j(a,b)e S
V a (A.3)
As hai, and k are only defined for (a,b) e S, the sum is over b values such 
that (a,b) eS  [this is implied by the fact that (oj+x, op is on an edge of the 
lattice].
Second, we impose (3.2b), i.e. UjUj+^Uj = Uj, j  = 1, ..., n :
(U j)JU .+1
=5 5 H » k°M «j % ät.i °rk°Zi °j ~
xS C aj - l ’ V  &CSS V  * * > -1 ’
x y i% Gi> n o? n
i * j  i * j  + 1 i * j
We sum over of, i * j, j  + 1 and of, i *j, j  + 1:
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O '- O '  0 7  07  J+1 J  7+1 J  7+ 2 7+1 7+2 7+1 v+1 J 7+1 7
J 7+1 7 7+2
x * v  V  V  *V °T+1;
i^7,>+l
(A.5)
We sum  over a<'+1, (^+1, of, of in  th a t  order, rep lacing  w ith  Oy+1 via
S(Oj_i, oj+i) w herever i t  occurs:
=  h k  h h h kn o. o. Ko. o. n o. o. Ko. o. l l o. o. Ko  , err7+1 7 7+1 7+2 7+2 7+1 7+2 7+1 7+1 7+2 7+1 7
X S ( a j - l ’ <W r j* *  ;
=  OB' ■V  , B  2 V 2 *  ,  \ 2 B.+1 ? (A -6 >
which m ust equal (Uj) ( i f (3.2b) is to be satisifed. Therefore
h , k  u h, k, = 1  fo r (a ,b )e  S  (A.7)ab ab ba ba
since (Oj+1, öy+2) is an  edge of the  lattice.
I t  is easy to see th a t  using  UfUj_i Uj = Uj provides a sim ilar resu lt, as 
the sum m ing procedure does no t change. In  fact
h k h k = 1 u o. , cr K o. o. n o. o. , c^r.cr x
7-1 J 7-1 J  J  J—l  J 7~1
for (Oj, o .^ ) e  S  (A.8)
is th e  re su lt produced. So only one restric tion  on /ia6 is produced from 
UjUj+i Uj. Finally, (3.2c) is autom atically  satisfied:
<uU (UJ<«r = 5 h % i ai kaM ai ha'M a’kk<rk.i
x v* ^ -i' n opn^0? •
(A.9)
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Now I j  -  k I > 2  im plies j  * k ± 1 and  j  * k . Let us separate  the sum s over of 
and  and sum  over these spins:
X ^cr cr.^cr  c r ^ c r  ( 7 ^  (Y cT 
7+1 J J+1 1 *+1 * *+1 1
x v  S(ak-1’ ak j  n * ° ei j^.k (A.10)
B ut th is is sym m etrical in  j  and  k , and  so equals CUfj o c f ^ ß  cfcf' ’
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Appendix B. Proof of polygon relations
In  th is  appendix we show th a t  the  product of com er w eights around 
any complete polygon in  a  polygon decomposition of Lp is given by (3.15).
L et us consider one polygon. The com er can “point” in  four directions, 
w ith  the  inside of the polygon being on e ither side of the corner in  each case. 
This gives e igh t types of polygon com ers. For convenience le t us consider 
arrow s being placed on the  edges of the  polygon so as to follow around the  
p erim ete r in  one direction. We will choose the  anticlockwise direction, b u t 
note th a t  these  arrow s are only an  analy tical help and can be chosen e ither 
way. The inside of the  polygon is th en  always to the  left of the direction of an  
arrow  on any edge. To each corner we associate the  corresponding com er 
w eights f ahi g ab> hab and k ab .
L et n lt n 2,n3t n± (n5, n 6, n 7, n s) be the  respective num bers of left-tu rn  
(righ t-tu rn ) corners w ith  the  corner poin ting  in  the  S, N, E, W directions. 
This section details rela tions am ong the ?ij . The lis t is sufficient to obtain all 
possible rela tions am ong the  Jij , as will be explained.
An observer going round  the  polygon in  the  direction of the  arrow s 
m ust tu rn  left four more tim es th a n  right. This gives the  re la tion
n  + n 0 + 72_ + n = n . + n c + n n + n Q + 4 , (B.l)1 2 3 4 5 o 7 ö
A n  observer moving in  a  vertical line up the  lattice  Lp  m ust leave the  
in terio r of P  as often as he en ters it. So
n 2 + n 5 = n i + n 6 •  ( R 2 )
Sim ilarly, in  the  horizontal direction we get
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n 3 + n 8 = n 4 + /i? . (B.3)
The number of sources of NW-pointing arrows is the same as the 
number of sinks, as each arrow must have a beginning and an end. 
Therefore
n 3 + n 5 = n 2 + n S •  ( R 4 )
Similarly, for NE-pointing arrows
" 3 +  n 6 =  " l  +  "8 (B.5)
and for SW pointing arrows
n  + n  — 71 + 71 4 5 2 7 (B.6)
and for SE arrows
71 + 71 — 71 +711 7 4 6 (B.7)
We now simplify these relations by combining them. Relations (B.2), 
(B.4) and (B.5) combine to give
71 = /I . 71 = 71
1 2’  5 6 (B.8)
and relations (B.3), (B.4) and (B.6) combine to give
71 — 71 . 7 1 — 713 4 7 8 (B.9)
Combining (B.l), (B.4), (B.8) and (B.9) results in the relations
71 = 7lc + 11 5 (B.10)
and
n 3 = n 7 + 1 (B .ll)
We can use these to express n1} ..., n 8 in terms of ti5 and ti7:
n i = n 2 =  n 5 +  1 
n3 = n4 = n7 + 1
n6 = n5
(B.l 2)
n 8 = n 7
and (B.l) - (B.7) are now all satisfied.
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By considering polygons around a rectangular cluster we can find 
examples for which n$ and ti7 take any pair of nonnegative integer values. 
This implies that there are no further independent relations among ...,
We now form the product of all the comer weights for the polygon
II (weights) = ka\ ha2be h  fal  £  , (B.13)
where the product is over all comers of the polygon.
Using (B.12), we find
17 (weights) = ( k j i j  ( g J J ( k abhabk J i J  5 ( g J j f J J  1 -
(B.14)
Now applying the definition (4.3), (B.14) becomes
n (weights) = QabRab(QabQ J  7 (RabRJ  5 •(R15)
c
This relation (B.15) is the equation (3.15) that was presented in the text. Note 
that since n5 and are independent, no weaker relations than (3.16) can be 
provided to obtain (3.18). Also the total number of comers is
X  nj = 4 + 4n5 + 4n? (6.1 t )
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Appendix C. The thermodynamic limit of the Be the ansatz equations
In this appendix we solve the integral equations (6.81) and (6.90) to 
find the limiting root density p ja )  and the free energy
We begin by defining Fourier transform pairs (which will be used 
throughout the appendices) as
oo
f(x) = J f(a) eiaxda  (C.la)
and
oo
f(a) = j ^ \ f ( x ) e - icadx . (C.lb)
We restate (6.87) as
^  =  t ¥
n-v'
a’T  z /
+ ¥
LL+V'^
a, —
OO
~ 2 - \ p ~ £ ß ) ¥ ( a ~ ß , ß ) d ß  ,
—OO
(C.2)
where
<P'(a,ß)
2 sin2p
cosh2a- cos2\x (C.3)
We apply the Fourier transform to (C.2), using the integral, which can be 
done by contour integration,
oo
-i-f
2n J
smp e
cosh2a- cosp
sinh\(K-p)x/2
sinh(7Dc/2)
We solve for pao(x) as
pco(x) coshfvx 12) Q.osh(pxl2)
(C.4)
(C.5)
Again using contour integration we know that
oo
1 cosbjc cos (rtal% , I Re a I < 1 , (C.6)
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2 cos  ^7W^
pjcc)
cosh f na}
cosh r 2 it a + cos f Kü'
(C.7)
as given in (6.83).
We can now examine the free energy . It is given by recasting 
(6.90) as
oo
L  = -kT  j  4(a) da  ; (C.8)
where
=  In
sinh[i((p+v)/2) -  a
sinhU((p-v) / 2 + a
(C.9)
We now use a corollary of the convolution theorem of Fourier 
transforms that states that if f(x) [g(x)] is the transform of f(a) [g(a)J then
oo ooI f(a) g(-a) da = ^ J f(x) g(x) dx . (C.10)
Then, applying (C.10) to (C.8) it is found that
/*«,= ~kT
oo
J &x) _Poo (x) dx (C.ll)
£(x)
It is only left to evaluate —— but we need only calculate the2k even part of
this as only the even part contributes to the integral si]
Now
nce ~pjx) is even.
-E
« (x)
— - —  =  evenpart 
2/r
oo
J eiax da 2 K (C.12)
evenpart
oo
- J
<■> (&) iat; j— 7— e * da 2 Tax (C.13)
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where
era) 2 i sinßcosh f^a- iv) -  cos/j. (C.14)
We use the integral
00 •  ictxI r sin fie
2n J coshf2a- iv) -  cos/i
—00
~vxj2 sinh[f;r- ll)x /2  \ 
sinh(jrx/2) (C.15)
evaluated by contour integration, to show
(x) s inh fe /2 J sinh[^-/iy)x/2j 
2k sinh te/2^ (C.16)
The resu lt required in (2.91) is then obtained by making the 
substitution 2y -  x .
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Appendix D. Finite size correction equations
In  th is  append ix  we provide th e  d e riv a tio n  of th e  fin ite  size 
correction equations.
We consider (6.92) and (6.80) to give
<p'(a-ß,p)
pN(a ) -p J a )  = j P J ß ) - b ^ J ( ß - a j )
j = - n
-^[<j>'(2ayp) +  <p'(a,iij\ , (D.1)
f  <t>'(a-ß,p) 
2 n S(M —
i
e•■i___i
dß
oo
- J <p'(a-ß,p) rPN(ß)~PJß)]  dß
+ 2 ^ 7  [ <P'(2cc,p) + p) ] . (D.2)
This can now be solved for prfa) -  pao(a) via Fourier transform s to
obtain
PN(X) ~ p jx )  = -  ---- ■=
p'(x,p)/27t <
1+  P'(x,p) I 2 tz
oc
J h XNV > -n >ixßd ß
(^(x^pJ^Tt V(x,p)l2n
1 +  (p'(x,p)l2n 1 +  P'(x,p) ! 2 k (D.3)
This gives the  resu lt (6.95) w ith (6.96) and (6.97) defined as
p(x) =  77
P7(x,p) / 2 k
2 [l + <j)'(x,p)/27tj
(D.4)
an d
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. 1 0  (xI2,v)I2ti
p jx )  = 77----- = ----------
2 1 + (p'(Xyjd)/ 2k
(D.5)
Next, we obtain from (6.90) and (6.94)
-<fN- f J  7 L A  ^—k f — = J Z(a) N < L  Sfa-aj) -  pjcc)
~°° \  i=-n J
dx -
m
(D.6)
i*5 n,
J Z(a) N X
\  J=’n
d a -
^0)
oo
J  ^(a) [PN(U) ~ P-f“)} da ■ (D.7)
Substituting (3.4) into (B.7) we find
[[n  ^°) T J1J Z(a) N S
j= -n
d a ­ rn)
I _ n  \ P /  )' J  jvX  5(ß~aj)-P?Jß) J jT~P(a ~ß)dccdß
y j= -» y°°
- j  ^ f { p 2(a)+p (a))d a  ■ (D.8)
This is the result (6.98) .
It is left to evaluate (6.99) by Fourier transforms:
sinhfvx / 2) e** 
2x cosh(jJx/2) dx , (D.9)
where, again we are only interested in the even part of F(a) since the rest 
of the integrand in (6.98) is even. We can evaluate (D.9) by noting that
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U sin g
we find
f  '(a) = - f s in h to /2 ,)  e-1“*J 2co sh to /2 J  ^  '
oo
J cosh x cos t o / 2 ) , I Re a I < 1
sin
- 2 tt
sinh '"/ro^
cosh f 2na + cosf  7W^
( D . 1 0 )
(D.11)
(D .1 2 )
The requ ired  re su lt (6.100) can be found from (D.12) using  the  indefinite
in te g ra l
(D.13)
afte r substitu ting  z  = cosh(ncc/fi).
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Appendix E. Wiener-Hopf technique
In this appendix we apply the procedure explained by Hamer et al. 
(1987) to solve (6.104) and so, in turn, (6.105) for the finite size corrections to 
the free energy.
We will refer to equations of Hamer et al. (1987) by using the prefix 
H. We begin with (6.104) by noting that using the definitions
K(a) = , (E.l)
f(a) = p J a  + A) , (E.2)
and
X(cc) = p ^ a  + A) , (E.3)
and setting t = a  + A we can find an equation of the standard Wiener-Hopf 
type (H2.29)
OO
%(t) -  f k(t-s) %(s) ds = f(t) --^rzk(t) + ----- ---------  k'(t) .
o W  12N* P j/A)
(E.4)
This equation can be treated via the Fourier transforms defined in (C.l). 
The kernel
(l -  k(x))
_______ sinh (jüx/2 )_______
2sinh[Y;r-M)*/2] cosh(fJx/2)
(E.5)
can be rewritten as the product of two functions g±(x) that are 
holomorphic and continuous in the half planes n ± respectively. We have
(l -  k(x)) = g+(x) g-(x) , (E.6)
where
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g+(x) = gJ-x)
a/2
|20r-ju)J r 1 - .vte)
1 _ g/xx
U  2/r
i" l  -
/r n-fi)x
and y/(x) is given by
(E.7)
(E.8)
The functions £ fo) and J(x)  can be split (as in (H 2.40) and (H 2.42)) 
into the sum of two functions holomorphic and continuous in the half 
planes 7T+ as
%(x) = z+(x) + X-(x) > (E.9)
where
for t < 0 . 
for t ^ 0 .
(E.10)
(similarly for ~f(x) ).
An equation of identical form to (H2.43) is thus obtained:
X-(x) + (l -  K(xj] [x+(x) -  clxj'j = (x) + f-(x) -  c(x) , (E.ll)
where
Clx) ix
1v fp J A )
(E.12)
We would like to separate (E .ll)  into parts analytic in each half 
plane. In doing this we define q±
g- (x) f+(x) = q+ (x) + q jx)  , (E.13)
similar to (H2.46).
Then (E .ll) can be rewritten as
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\ Xjx) ~ c (x)) /  g+(x) -  qjx)  = qjx)  -  + c(x) -  f(x)^= r(x) ,
(E.14)
which is identical in form to (H2.47).
The argument from Hamer et al. (1987) then becomes that the two 
sides of (E.14) are analytic in different half planes, but because there is a 
common strip of regularity including the junction of the half planes k± , 
one side must be the analytic continuation of the other. Hence r(x) is 
entire and can be determined from its asymptotic behaviour.
Now using the asymptotic expansions (H2.48) we find
f(x) - g 1
144A/2 Pn(A) W  12N2pN(A )’
(E.15)
where
g = 2 + Z-__ ^£  U K - (E.16)fi 7Ü-/J.
The first significant departure from the analysis of Hamer et al.
(1987) appears now when we evaluate f(x) as
,-ixA
f(x) coshto/2,)coshr^/2,) v I <JJ. (E.17)
and keeping the leading pole term in k_ we have
,-ixA
f(x) cosh.(vx!2)(k -  ifjx)
Following Hamer et al. (1987) we can estimate
2g+(in/jj) e-7cA/M cosh(- ijw)2fi)
Q+(x) (n -  i/ux)
(E.18)
(E.19)
We now have all we need to find X+(x) as
oo
Xl(x) = J  e“* x(t) dt = cTx) + g jx ) \r(x) + qjx) ] • (E.20)
o
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We now return  to the determination of A  via (6.103). Firstly, we 
know that
but (6.103) implies
jp jc x )  d a = Hm 2Z / jj> 7
1 +
(  0 \
1 - f
K X J
AJ P^cOd
-A
(E.21)
(E.22)
oo
\ x
Now, when x = 0 in (E.20) we have
ooJ PjJa) dec = + g /0 )  [Fro; + qj0)\
(E.23)
(E.24)
and combining (E.23) and (E.24) it can be shown
ßq+(o; = -  Fro; - xNg+(o;
that is
2—gjin/fi) e * costo/2^; = - ^  + g
.44N2piVTA;
(E.25)
^v^ ro;
(E.26)
By contour integration we obtain
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oo
p^A) = 2yT+(0) = \  jxTx) dx
g2 ig g+ (in/fj.)e M/M cosf/n; / 2p)
384N2 p^A) 24iV M
(E.27)
Defining p= 4Np^(A) combined with (E.26) and (E.27) it can be shown that 
p satisfies the quadratic
P2+ |0
TQ IfcO 4 W
f 2 ^8 ng
\6  ' ** J P + 1,216 9ß)
(E.28)
where
a = -  fi/TTgJO) . (E.29)
We are now in a position to examine (6.105). We note that FYcd 
behaves like
F(a) - 2sin r 7W^
&
_ rea
e M /or a  large (E.30)
We then consider the terms
oov  J W p j ß f d ß - F(A)2N FXA)2N*Pn(A) (E.31)
in (6.105).
From (E.30) it follows that
T = 2sinf 7W^
&
OO
[
n(fi-A)
ß P jß )d ß 2N 12JJN2pJA)
(E.32)
/
= 2sin ■
V
mA
nA
ß M M ( •  >IK (• VIK
2ß\ e z+ l**J
-  c
1
y (E.33)
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so from (E.20)
2sin
(. \ “ f • > ( . MITT ITT _ IK
I'd
r W I'd] (E.34)
Using the definitions of r(x) and qjx)  and the fact that q+ttn/fj) = 1/2*7 + (0) 
along with (E.26) and finally (E.28) we arrive at the conclusion that
w here
K
24IV2
tan ( i (1 -1 2  o?) (E.35)
CL — (E.36)
Secondly, we exam ine the  re s t of the term s as
%0)
-  J  [p2(ß) +P(ß)] dß (E.37)
We sim ply  re w rite  T 2 u sin g  th e  sam e p rocedu re  of F o u rie r 
tran s fo rm in g  th e  in te g ra n d  we used  to express th e  free energy in
Appendix C. This resu lts  in
q(0) F sinh(vx/2) sinh[f;r-2^;t/4] cosh[(Vr-^>:/4] coshf/a/4J dx 
^2 ~ N  J Nx sinh/kx 12) cosh/qx 12)
--- OÖ
(E.38)
Combining (E.35) and (E.38) the  resu lt (6.106) follows.
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